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EXOTIC T-STRUCTURES AND ACTIONS OF QUANTUM
AFFINE ALGEBRAS
SABIN CAUTIS AND CLEMENS KOPPENSTEINER
Abstract. We explain how quantum affine algebra actions can be used to sys-
tematically construct “exotic” t-structures. The main idea, roughly speaking, is
to take advantage of the two different descriptions of quantum affine algebras,
the Drinfeld–Jimbo and the Kac–Moody realizations.
Our main application is to obtain exotic t-structures on certain convolution
varieties defined using the Beilinson–Drinfeld and affine Grassmannians. These
varieties play an important role in the geometric Langlands program, knot ho-
mology constructions, K-theoretic geometric Satake and the coherent Satake cat-
egory. As a special case we also recover the exotic t-structures of Bezrukavnikov–
Mirković [BM] on the (Grothendieck–)Springer resolution in type A.
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1. Introduction
Consider a semisimple complex groupG and letRep(G) denote the usual monoidal
category of finite-dimensional representations of G. Consider further the Langlands
dual group G∨ and its affine Grassmannian Gr = G∨((t))/G∨[[z]]. The abelian cate-
gory P (Gr) of G∨[[z]]-equivariant perverse sheaves on Gr is monoidal with respect to
the convolution product. The geometric Satake correspondence of Mirković–Vilonen
[MVi] states that there is an equivalence of monoidal categories
Rep(G) ∼= P (Gr).
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Subsequently P (Gr) is called the Satake category.
There is a parallel story one can try to pursue on the coherent sheaf side – namely
if one replaces constructible sheaves with coherent sheaves. The analogue of perverse
sheaves in then the notion of perverse coherent sheaves, in the sense of [AB]. This
notion is in general not as well behaved.
One of the obvious issues is that over R (i.e. on the constructible sheaf side) one
can always use the middle perversity function p(x) = −12 dimR(x). On the coherent
sheaf side this choice is not always possible since dimC(x) may not always be even.
However, when it is, choosing p(x) = −12 dimC(x) leads to a nice theory theory
which includes, for instance, the notion of intermediate extension [AB, Section 4].
In the case of Gr the G∨[[z]]-orbits have the same parity on any connected compo-
nent. This allows us to use the middle perversity function to obtain a well behaved
abelian category PCoh(Gr). Moreover, as shown in [BFM, Section 8], the convolu-
tion product on Gr preserves PCoh(Gr). Hence, PCoh(Gr) is monoidal and we call
this the coherent Satake category.
The coherent Satake category PCoh(Gr) behaves quite differently from P (Gr)
and is interesting in its own way. For example, it is closely tied to 4d N = 2 gauge
theory. Although not semisimple it carries the structure of a monoidal cluster
category [CW]. In order to understand PCoh(Gr) one needs to understand the
convolution product and subsequently the convolution varieties, as we now explain.
1.1. Convolution varieties. The G∨[[z]]-orbits of Gr are indexed by dominant
weights of G. For such a weight λ we denote by Grλ the closure of the corresponding
orbit in Gr. For a sequence λ = (λ1, . . . , λn) of such weights we can consider the
convolution product variety
Gr
λ = Grλ1×˜ · · · ×˜Grλn .
This variety comes equipped with a natural map to Gr whose image is Gr
∑
i λi .
The resulting map m : Grλ → Gr
∑
i λi , which is semi-small, is used to define the
convolution product on PCoh(Gr).
Example. To illustrate the type of geometry involved let us consider the simplest
nontrivial case. We take G = SL2 and λ1 = λ2 = ω where ω is the fundamental
weight. Then Gr(ω,ω) is isomorphic to the natural bundle compactification of T ⋆P1
(the cotagent bundle of P1) while Gr2ω is isomorphic to the quadric cone in P3. The
map m : Gr(ω,ω) → Gr2ω is then the projection which collapses the zero section (i.e.
the −2 curve) in T ⋆P1 to a point. Note that Gr(ω,ω) is smooth while Gr2ω has one
singular point.
These convolution spaces are interesting in themselves. For instance, in [CK1]
a plan was laid out for using these varieties to categorify the Reshetikhin–Turaev
link invariants. This program was subsequently carried out for G = SLm in a
series of papers. Meanwhile in [CK5] these spaces are used to suggest a (quantum)
K-theoretic analogue of the geometric Satake equivalence.
One of the goals of this paper is to study natural t-structures on the derived
category of coherent sheaves of these convolution varieties. As mentioned above, the
varieties Grλ carry a natural t-structure corresponding to perverse coherent sheaves.
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We would like to find a “lift” of these t-structures to Grλ. Since the dimensions of the
G∨[[z]]-orbits in Grλ do not have the same parity, the category of perverse coherent
sheaves on Grλ is not a good choice.
In this paper we will achieve this goal in the case G = SLm and λ = (ωk1 , . . . , ωkn)
where ω1, . . . , ωm−1 are the fundamental weights of SLm. Following our notation
from earlier papers we will write k = (k1, . . . , kn) and denote Gr
λ in this case as
Y (k). One of our main results, Theorem 8.6, defines and characterizes a certain
family of natural t-structure on Y (k).
The argument behind Theorem 8.6 involves a general approach to constructing
t-structures using categorical actions of quantum affine algebras. Before explaining
this in more detail (see Section 1.3) we describe further motivation for this paper
coming from an approach to proving some conjectures by Lusztig.
1.2. Lusztig’s conjectures and the work of Bezrukavnikov, Mirković and
Rumynin. Let G be a semisimple group with Lie algebra g. Lusztig [L] conjectured
the existence and properties of certain “canonical” bases in the Grothendieck group
of Springer fibers. These bases can be used to derive precise information about
numerical invariants of g-modules. Recently, Bezrukavnikov and Mirković [BM]
proved most of these conjectures. A key part of their argument is the construction
of two “exotic” t-structures on the Springer resolution π : N˜ → N of the nilpotent
cone N (as well as on the Grothendieck–Springer resolution π˜ : g˜→ g).
The first t-structure is called the “representation theoretic (RT) exotic t-structure”.
It is defined by a locally free tilting bundle E on g˜, whose pullback to N˜ is also tilt-
ing. The bundle E is constructed by repeatedly applying certain reflection functors
Ri for i ∈ Î (the affine Dynkin diagram of g) to the structure sheaf Og˜. The
most difficult part of this argument is proving the necessary vanishing condition
Ext>0(E , E) = 0 (see [BM, Section 2.4]).
This is done in two steps. First one reduces to the corresponding vanishing on
the formal neighborhood of the zero section in g˜ [BM, Section 2.5.1]. Then one
uses the derived equivalence, studied in [BMR], between the category of coherent
sheaves on this formal neighbourhood and the derived category of g-modules with a
fixed generalized central character. This requires passing to positive characteristic
and then lifting back up.
The second t-structure, called the “perversely exotic t-structure”, is defined using
the same tilting bundle E together with the category of perverse coherent sheaves,
in the sense of [AB], on N . This t-structure can also be described as follows. From
[ArkB] there exists an equivalence
(1) Φ: DG(N˜ )
∼
−→ D(PervF l)
between the derived category of G-equivariant coherent sheaves on N˜ and the de-
rived category of anti-spherical perverse sheaves on the affine flag variety Fl of the
dual group. Under this equivalence the perversely exotic t-structure on DG(N˜ )
corresponds to the perverse t-structure on D(PervF l) [BM, Lemma 6.2.4]. The
equivalence Φ is ultimately used to reduce a key step in the proof of Lusztig’s
conjectures to a purity statement in D(PervF l).
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The perversely exotic t-structure was already studied in [B]. That paper consid-
ered a functor
Ψ: DG×C
×
(N˜ )→ D(Uq–mod
0)
(which is almost an equivalence) and showed that irreducible perverse exotic sheaves
on DG×C
×
(N˜ ) correspond to indecomposable tilting objects in Uq–mod
0. Here Uq
is Lusztig’s quantum enveloping algebra at a primitive root of unity q ∈ C and
Uq–mod
0 is the block containing the trivial module inside the category Uq–mod of
finite dimensional graded Uq-modules.
The current paper is also motivated by our wish to better understand these t-
structures and to find an alternative construction (see Section 9). In particular, we
wanted to avoid having to pass to positive characteristic or having to use a deep
result such as the derived equivalence from [BMR]. This is because in other cases,
such as our convolution varieties Y (k), no such equivalences are known (or expected
to exist).
1.3. Quantum affine algebra actions. We refer to Section 2.1 for the precise
definition of a categorical Uq(Lgln) action. One of the main results of this paper,
Theorems 4.1 and 5.1, explains how one can use an action of Uq(Lgln) to con-
struct “exotic” t-structures. More precisely, suppose we start start with an action
of Uq(Lgln) on a graded triangulated category
K˜ =
⊕
k=(k1,...,kn)˜
K(k)
where multiplication of q acts as an “internal” shift {1} (rather than a cohomological
shift [1]). Then, having fixed a t-structure on the highest weight category K˜(η)
where η = (0, . . . , 0, N), Theorem 4.1 says that under some mild assumption on the
t-structure on K˜(η), there exists a unique t-structure on ⊕kK˜(k) such that
(1) it matches the chosen t-structure on K˜(η) and
(2) the generators {Ei,Fi : i ∈ Î} of Uq(Lgln) act by t-exact functors.
Then Theorem 5.1 explains what to do if we have an action on a graded triangulated
category K = ⊕kK(k) where q acts as a cohomological shift.
We can apply these results to our convolution varieties as follows. First we con-
sider certain varieties Y(k), which are analogous to Y (k), but occur in the geometry
of the Beilinson–Drinfeld Grassmannian rather than the affine Grassmannian. In
[CK4] an action of Uq(Lgln) on ⊕kD(Y(k)) is constructed where q acts as a C
×-
equivariance shift {1}. This allows us to apply Theorem 4.1 with K˜(k) := D(Y(k))
to obtain exotic t-structures on ⊕kD(Y(k)) (cf. Theorem 8.5).
Then we take K(k) := D(Y (k)). In the papers [CKL1, CKL2, C2] one defined
an action of Uq(gln) on K(k), which we extend to an action of Uq(Lgln) in Section
7.2. We then apply Theorem 5.1 to obtain exotic t-structures on ⊕kD(Y (k)) (cf.
Theorem 8.6).
As a consequence of these results one immediately recovers the RT exotic t-
structure onD(g˜) (Corollary 9.3) as well as the RT and perversely exotic t-structures
on D(N˜ ) (Corollary 9.5) in the case when g = glm.
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1.4. Drinfeld–Jimbo vs. Kac–Moody. The quantum group Uq(Lgln) has two
realizations: the Drinfeld–Jimbo (DJ) realization (sometimes refered to as the loop
realization) and the Kac–Moody (KM) realization. The DJ realization is generated
by
{Ei ⊗ t
j, Fi ⊗ t
j : i ∈ I and j ∈ Z}
whereas the KM one is generated by Ei, Fi where i ∈ Î (the vertex set of the affine
Dynkin diagram). When it is important to distinguish between these two we will
write Uq(Lgln)DJ or Uq(Lgln)KM .
At the categorical level there is also a distinction between these two. In a cate-
gorical Uq(Lgln)KM the relations between functors are given by isomorphisms. For
example, an important one is the “sl2 relation”
EiFi1λ
∼= FiEi1λ ⊕[〈λ,αi〉] 1λ
where 1λ denotes the identity functor on the weight space indexed by λ. In partic-
ular, it makes sense for Uq(Lgln)KM to act on additive (graded) categories. Such
actions have been studied in much detail [CR, KL, Ro, C3].
On the other hand, the definition of a categorical action of Uq(Lgln)DJ is less clear
(see [CK4] for a working definition). What is apparent however, is that with such
an action one needs some sort of triangulated structure to express all the relations
between functors. For example, if 〈αi, αj〉 = −1, then one requires an isomorphism
of cones
Cone(EiEj,1〈−1〉
α
−→ Ej,1Ei) ∼= Cone(EjEi,1〈−1〉
β
−→ Ei,1Ej)
where α and β are the unique nonzero maps (here Ei,1,Ej,1 are the functors corre-
sponding to Ei ⊗ t, Ej ⊗ t). In particular, it makes sense that Uq(Lgln)DJ should
act on triangulated (graded) categories.
To pass between the KM and DJ realizations one writes E0 and F0 as a linear
combinations of compositions of Ei ⊗ t
j and Fi ⊗ t
j . The analogous result at the
categorical level of this is explained in Appendix A. It turns out that E0,F0 are
given by complexes of functors corresponding to Ei⊗ t
j , Fi⊗ t
j. This suggests that,
at the categorical level, the equivalence of these two realizations is achieved as an
equivalence between homotopy categories: roughly speaking an equivalence between
an Uq(Lgln)DJ action and the homotopy category of a Uq(Lgln)KM action.
Now consider an action of Uq(Lgln)DJ on a triangulated (graded) category K.
Switching to the Kac–Moody realization one obtains an action of Uq(Lgln)KM on
K. In ideal circumstances, the triangulated category K would be the homotopy
category of an additive category on which Uq(Lgln)KM acts. A weaker expectation
is that K should be equipped with a t-structure where the generators of Uq(Lgln)KM
is t-exact. The purpose of this paper is to make this expectation precise.
Our main applications are geometric (Sections 7 and 8). This is not surprising
since, going back to work of Nakajima [N] on quiver varieties, actions of Uq(g) on
categories of coherent sheaves often extend to an action of Uq(Lg) actions – the
extra loop structure usually coming by way of line bundles. When g is of finite type
it makes sense to expect that the generators of Uq(Lg)KM are exact with respect
to some exotic t-structure.
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1.5. Further remarks. The approach in this paper should give an explicit way
to understand the irreducible objects in the heart of these t-structures. We expect
that these are given as the image of the irreducible objects in the highest weight
category under affine forest-like maps. Such maps are morphisms in Uq(Lgln)KM
associated to a collection of affine trees (trees are discussed in Section 3.1). In many
cases the highest weight category is the category of graded vector spaces so there is
only one irreducible (up to grading shift). This not only gives a combinatorial way
to identify the irreducibles but also an algebraic/algorithmic way to compute the
Ext’s between them – namely these Ext-spaces should be expressible in terms of
quiver Hecke algebras (which act by natural transformations in a categorical action
of Uq(Lgln)KM ).
One case where such irreducibles have been studied in more detail is that of
two-block Springer fibers [AN]. In that paper, Anno and Nandakumar show that
irreducibles are indexed in a natural way by affine crossingless matchings. In our
language, these affine crossingless matchings correspond to affine forests where each
strand is labeled 1. More precisely, strands are generally labeled from {1, . . . ,m−1}
for some m ∈ N, but the fact that we are dealing with two-block Springer fibers
implies that m = 2. When m = 2 affine forests are the same as affine crossingless
matchings.
In order to directly extend our construction of exotic t-structures to arbitrary
Gr
λ we need an affine braid group action on such varieties. Although such an action
is not known in general it is possible to define (building on some recent results of
the first author) in the special case λ = (k1ω1, . . . , knω1). This will allow us to also
define exotic t-structures for these spaces in an upcoming paper.
One of the interesting results from [BM] is Property (⋆) from Section 5.3.2. This
is a vanishing statement for certain Exts which involves the internal grading {·}
on DG(N˜ ). This grading, which is induced by the natural C× action on N˜ , cor-
responds under the equivalence Φ from (1) to the grading by Frobenius weights.
Bezrukavnikov and Mirković then apply the Purity Theorem of [BBD] to obtain
this vanishing. A similar vanishing result, namely the Positivity Lemma [B, Lemma
9], is one of the main tools in that paper. The proof of this Lemma also uses (1) and
the Purity Theorem. It would be interesting to obtain these result directly (and in
greater generality) from the action of Uq(Lgln) without having to turn to the equiv-
alence Φ or the Purity Theorem. This would involve defining weight structures
(a.k.a. co-t-structures) in the sense of [Bon, Pa].
Finally, perverse exotic sheaves on the convolution varieties Y (k) should be
thought of analogues of perverse coherent sheaves on the affine Grassmannian (the
coherent Satake category). Although there are some concrete statements one can
make (for example, the pushforward of a perverse exotic sheaf to the affine Grass-
mannian is perverse coherent) the relationship of perverse exotic sheaves to the
coherent Satake category is something that begs further study.
Acknowledgements. We were supported by NSERC through a discovery/accel-
erator grant. S.C. would like to thank Ivan Mirković for sharing, back in 2009, a
preliminary version of [BM] which turned out to be inspiring (and a bit amusing).
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2. Preliminaries
We will always work over the base field C – although much (if not everything) of
what we do should work in arbitrary characteristic.
For n ≥ 1 we denote by [n] the quantum integer qn−1+qn−3+· · ·+q−n+3+q−n+1.
By convention [−n] = −[n]. If f =
∑
a faq
a ∈ N[q, q−1] and A is an object inside a
graded category K we write
⊕
f A for the direct sum
⊕
a∈Z A
⊕fa〈a〉. For example,
⊕
[n]
A =
n−1⊕
k=0
A〈n− 1− 2k〉.
2.1. Categorical actions. By a graded 2-category K we mean a 2-category whose
1-morphisms are equipped with an auto-equivalence 〈1〉. K is idempotent complete
if for any 2-morphism α with α2 = α the image of α is contained in K.
We now recall the notion of a (Lgln, θ) action based on [C3]. We will work with
the weight lattice of gln, which we can identify with Z
n equipped with the standard
bilinear form 〈·, ·〉 : Zn × Zn → Z. Elements of Zn are denoted k = (k1, . . . , kn).
The affine root sublattice in this case is generated by αi = (0, . . . ,−1, 1, . . . , 0)
for i ∈ I := {1, . . . , n − 1} where the −1 appears in position i. We write α0 =
(1, 0, . . . , 0,−1) and Î := I ∪ {0}. We also shorten 〈αi, αj〉 as 〈i, j〉 for i, j ∈ Î.
The type of (Lgln, θ) actions we consider consist of a target graded, additive,
C-linear idempotent complete 2-category K where the objects K(k) are indexed by
k ∈ Zn and equipped with:
(1) 1-morphisms: Ei1k = 1k+αiEi and Fi1k+αi = 1kFi where i ∈ Î and 1k is the
identity 1-morphism of K(k),
(2) 2-morphisms: for each k ∈ Zn, a linear map span{αi : i ∈ Î} → End
2(1k).
On this data we impose the following conditions.
(1) Hom(1k,1k〈l〉) is zero if l < 0 and one-dimensional if l = 0 and 1k 6=
0. Moreover, the space of maps between any two 1-morphisms is finite
dimensional.
(2) Ei and Fi are left and right adjoints of each other up to specified shifts.
More precisely
(a) (Ei1k)
R ∼= 1kFi〈〈k, αi〉+ 1〉
(b) (Ei1k)
L ∼= 1kFi〈−〈k, αi〉 − 1〉.
(3) We have
EiFi1k
∼= FiEi1k
⊕
[〈k,αi〉]
1k if 〈k, αi〉 ≥ 0
FiEi1k
∼= EiFi1k
⊕
[−〈k,αi〉]
1k if 〈k, αi〉 ≤ 0
(4) If i 6= j ∈ I then FjEi1k ∼= EiFj1k.
(5) The composition EiEi decomposes as E
(2)
i 〈−1〉⊕E
(2)
i 〈1〉 for some 1-morphism
E
(2)
i . Moreover, if θ ∈ span{αi : i ∈ Î} where 〈θ, αi〉 6= 0 (resp. 〈θ, αi〉 =
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0) then IθI ∈ End2(Ei1kEi) induces a nonzero map (resp. the zero map)
between the summands E
(2)
i 〈1〉 on either side.
(6) If α = αi or α = αi + αj for some i, j ∈ Î with 〈i, j〉 = −1 then 1k+rα = 0
for r ≫ 0 or r ≪ 0.
(7) Suppose i 6= j ∈ Î. If 1k+αi and 1k+αj are nonzero then 1k and 1k+αi+αj
are also nonzero.
In this paper we will always assume that K(k) is zero (i.e. 1k = 0) if some ki < 0.
Thus condition (6) will be obvious. Condition (7) will likewise be obvious.
Remark 2.1. Since K is graded a (Lgln, θ) action induces an action of Uq(Lgln) at
the level of Grothendieck groups. We chose to write (Lgln, θ) rather than perhaps
(Uq(Lgln), θ) in order to simplify notation.
In the discussion above this action of Uq(Lgln) appears in its Kac–Moody (KM)
presentation. This in contrast to the action constructed in [CK4] which appears in
its Drinfeld–Jimbo (DJ) realization. When it is not clear from context and we need
to differentiate between the two realizations we will write (Lgln, θ)KM or (Lgln, θ)DJ
as the case may be (cf. Section 7).
2.2. Triangulated categories and convolution. An additive 2-category K, such
as the ones from the last section, is said to be triangulated if for any two objects
k, k′ ∈ K the category Hom(k, k′) is triangulated. For example, the homotopy 2-
category Kom(K) of any additive 2-category K is triangulated for the same reasons
that the homotopy category of an additive category is triangulated.
Consider now a triangulated category C and a complex of objects
(A•, d•) = [An
dn−→ · · ·
d2−→ A1
d1−→ A0]
with Ai in cohomological degree −i. In the literature there are various conventions
about how to define the convolution of this complex as an iterated cone. We will
convolve from the right as follows.
The convolution of (A•, d) is any object B such that there exist
(1) objects A0 = B0, B1, . . . , Bn = B and
(2) morphism fi : Ai[−i]→ Bi−1, gi : Bi−1 → Bi and hi : Bi → Ai[−i+1] (with
h0 = id[1])
such that
Ai[−i]
fi−→ Bi−1
gi−→ Bi
hi−→
is a distinguished triangle for each i and hi−1 ◦ fi = di. Note that in general
convolutions may not exist and they may not be unique. But under some reasonable
conditions they both exist and are unique, cf. [CK1, Proposition 8.3].
As a particular case one finds that the convolution of a two term complex [A
f
−→ B]
with B in degree zero is just Cone(f). On the other hand, if the Ai belong to the
heart of a t-structure then the convolution is unique and isomorphic (in the derived
category) to the class of the complex
An
dn−→ · · ·
d2−→ A1
d1−→ A0
where, as before, A0 is in degree zero.
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2.3. t-structures. Suppose C and D are triangulated categories. We say that a
set of objects {Xs : s ∈ S} weakly generates C if Hom(Xs[n], Y ) = 0 for all s ∈ S
and n ∈ Z implies Y = 0. A functor Φ: C → D is conservative if Φ(X) = 0 implies
X = 0.
Recall that a t-structure on C consists of two full subcategories C≤0, C≥0 such
that:
• C≤−1 ⊆ C≤0 and C≥1 ⊆ C≥0, where C≤n := C≤0[−n] and C≥n := C≥0[−n];
• Hom(C≤0, C≥1) = 0;
• Every object X can be embedded in a distinguished triangle X≤0 → X →
X≥1 with X≤0 ∈ C≤0, X≥1 ∈ C≥1.
From these axioms it follows that the inclusion C≤n →֒ C has a right adjoint, denoted
τ≤n : C → C≤n, while C≥n →֒ C has a left adjoint denoted τ≥n : C → C≥n. Moreover
the heart of the t-structure, C♥ = C≤0 ∩ C≥0 is an abelian category and the functor
Hn = τ≤n ◦ τ≥n = τ≥n ◦ τ≤n : C → C♥
is a cohomological functor.
The following result of Polishchuk will be our main tool for defining t-structures.
Theorem 2.2 ([Po, Theorem 2.1.2]). Let Φ: C˜ → D˜ be a functor of cocomplete
triangulated categories which commutes with all small coproducts and that admits a
left adjoint functor ΦL : D˜ → C˜. Let C ⊆ C˜ and D ⊆ D˜ be full subcategories such
that Φ(C) ⊆ D, ΦL(D) ⊆ C and Φ(X) ∈ D ⇒ X ∈ C for any X ∈ C˜.
Assume that D has a t-structure (D≤0,D≥0) such that Φ ◦ ΦL : D → D is right
t-exact. Then there exists a (unique) t-structure on C with
C≥0 =
{
X ∈ C : Φ(X) ∈ D≥0
}
.
Moreover the functor Φ is t-exact with respect to these t-structures.
From hereon we will always assume that whenever we want to apply Theorem
2.2 to a functor of triangulated categories φ : C → D we can extend it to a func-
tor Φ: C˜ → D˜ between cocomplete triangulated categories which satisfies all the
conditions in the statement of Theorem 2.2.
Let us explain why we can do this. In all the examples we consider the categories
C and D will be bounded derived categories D(X) and D(Y ) of coherent sheaves
on smooth varieties X,Y . We take C˜ and D˜ to be the corresponding (cocomplete)
unbounded derived categories of quasi-coherent sheaves Dqcoh(X) and Dqcoh(Y ).
Any functor φ : C → D will be given by a kernel and hence naturally extends to
quasi-coherent sheaves. Furthermore, all such functors will have right adjoints and
hence commute with small coproducts by the Adjoint Functor Theorem. Finally, φ
will always be conservative and by Lemma 2.3 below this means that Φ(X) ∈ D ⇒
X ∈ C.
Lemma 2.3. Let X and Y be smooth varieties and Φ: Dqcoh(X) → Dqcoh(Y ) a
functor given by a kernel in D(X×Y ). If the restriction of Φ to D(X) is conservative
then for any F ∈ Dqcoh(X), Φ(F) ∈ D(Y ) if and only if F ∈ D(X).
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Proof. It suffices to show the statement for the infinity-categorical enhancements of
the corresponding categories (the original statement then follows by taking homo-
topy categories). If X is smooth, then D(X) = Perf(X) can be identified with the
subcategory of compact objects of Dqcoh(X), and Dqcoh(X) is the ind-completion
of D(X) as stable ∞-categories (see for instance [BFN]).
Let us first show that Φ is conservative on all of Dqcoh(X). Equivalently we
show that ΦL(Dqcoh(Y )) weakly generates Dqcoh(X). Suppose F ∈ Dqcoh(X) and
Hom(ΦL(G),F) = 0 for all G ∈ Dqcoh(Y ). We know that Φ
L(D(Y )) weakly gener-
ates D(X). Thus the ind-completion of ΦL(D(Y )) contains D(X) and hence all of
Dqcoh(X). Thus Φ
L(D(Y )) weakly generates Dqcoh(X).
Suppose now F ∈ Dqcoh(X) with Φ(F) ∈ D(Y ). We can write F as a filtered
(homotopy) colimit of compact objects, F = colimαFα. If Φ(F) = colimα Φ(Fα) is
compact then there exists an index β such that Φ(Fβ)→ Φ(F) is an isomorphism.
Since Φ is conservative this implies that Fβ → F is an isomorphism and hence that
F is compact, i.e. is an element of D(X). 
Remark 2.4. The proof of Lemma 2.3 makes essential use of the fact that if X is
smooth then D(X) consists exactly of the compact objects on Dqcoh(X). If the
underlying spaces are not smooth, then this is no longer true. On the other hand,
D(X) is always the compact objects in the category of ind-coherent sheaves. Thus
for general X and Y one can simply replace quasi-coherent sheaves by ind-coherent
sheaves in the above arguments.
We finish this section with some technical results that we need about t-structures.
Lemma 2.5 ([Po, Lemma 1.1.1]). Let Φ: C1 → C2 be a conservative t-exact functor
between triangulated categories. Then,
C≤01 =
{
X ∈ C1 : Φ(X) ∈ C
≤0
2
}
,
C≥01 =
{
X ∈ C1 : Φ(X) ∈ C
≥0
2
}
.
We recall that if (Φ,Ψ) is a pair of adjoint functors, then Φ is right t-exact if and
only if Ψ is left t-exact. In particular an equivalence of categories is t-exact if and
only if its inverse is t-exact.
Lemma 2.6. Let (C≤0, C≥0) be a t-structure on C and suppose X,Y ∈ C. If X⊕Y ∈
C≤0 then already X,Y ∈ C≤0 and likewise if X ⊕ Y ∈ C≥0 then X,Y ∈ C≥0.
Proof. We prove the first claim (the second is similar). Consider the distinguished
triangle
X → X ⊕ Y → Y
0
−→ .
Applying τ>0 we get the distinguished triangle
τ>0(X)→ 0→ τ>0(Y )
0
−→
which implies that τ>0(X) = τ>0(Y ) = 0. 
Lemma 2.7. Let (C≤0, C≥0) be a t-structure on C and suppose we have a distin-
guished triangle
X → Y → Y [k]
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for some k > 0 such that X ∈ C≤0 and Homi(Y, Y ) = 0 for i≫ 0. Then Y ∈ C≤0.
Proof. Let φ : Y → Y [k] be the second map in the triangle and consider the com-
position
Y
φ
−→ Y [k]
φ[k]
−−→ Y [2k].
From the octahedral axiom we have a triangle
Cone(φ)→ Cone(φ2)→ Cone(φ[k]).
As Cone(φ) = X[1] and Cone(φ[k]) = X[k + 1] are in C≤−1, so is Cone(φ2). Re-
peating this argument we find that Cone(φ2
n
) is in C≤−1 for all n ≥ 1. But φ2
n
= 0
for n≫ 0 which means that
Cone(Y
0
−→ Y [2nk]) ∈ C≤−1.
But the left side is just Y [1] ⊕ Y [2nk]. It follows that Y [1] ∈ C≤−1 and hence
Y ∈ C≤0. 
Lemma 2.8. Suppose we have two t-structures (C≤10, C≥10) and (C≤20, C≥20) on C
such that C≤10 ⊆ C≤20 and C≥10 ⊆ C≥20. Then the two t-structures are identical.
Proof. In any t-structure C≥0 is the right orthogonal of C≤−1. Hence, C≤1−1 ⊆ C≤2−1
implies C≥10 ⊇ C≥20. Similarly one shows that C≤10 ⊇ C≥10. 
2.4. Induced braid groups actions. One of the applications of categorical g
actions is to the construction of braid group actions. We recall these results following
[CK2, C2].
Given an sl2 action generated by E,F one considers the Rickard complexes
[F(λ) → EF(λ+1)〈1〉 → E(2)F(λ+2)〈2〉 → . . . ] if λ ≥ 0,
[E(−λ) → FE(−λ+1)〈1〉 → F(2)E(−λ+2)〈2〉 → . . . ][λ]〈−λ〉 if λ ≤ 0,
where the left hand terms are in cohomological degree zero and where the differen-
tials can be defined using the fact that E and F are adjoint to each other. These
complexes live in Kom(K) and we denote them [T]. On the other hand, as is ex-
plained in [CKL2], if K is triangulated then [T] has a unique convolution which we
denote T. This allows us to avoid having to pass from K to Kom(K) if K is already
triangulated.
Remark 2.9. For technical reasons we use the opposite convention from [CKL2,
CK2, CK4]. Namely, the complexes for T go to the right rather coming from the
left. This means that T in this paper corresponds to T−1 in the old notation. In
particular, this means that one needs to take the “inverse” of a number of results
that we use from [CK4].
More generally, given a (Lgln, θ)KM action we get such a [Ti] for each i ∈ Î.
Following [CK2] these satisfy the standard braiding relations
[Ti][Tj] ∼= [Tj ][Ti] if 〈i, j〉 = 0
[Ti][Tj ][Ti] ∼= [Tj ][Ti][Tj ] if 〈i, j〉 = −1.
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The braiding property is a consequence of the following more fundamental relations
(2) [Ti][Tj ]Ei ∼= Ej[Ti][Tj ] and [Ti][Tj ]Fi ∼= Fj[Ti][Tj ]
for 〈i, j〉 = −1 [C2, Corollary 7.3]. The same relations hold for Ti,Tj . Note that
if we denote by si (i ∈ Î) the generators of the affine Weyl group Ŵn then Ti1k =
1si·kTi.
It is also useful to consider the following “shifted” braid group action. We set
T′i1k := Ti1k[ki]〈−ki〉. This notation agrees with that from [C2, CK4] (with the
same caveat as before that we have switched T′ with its inverse). We will mostly
use T′i in the rest of the paper.
These T′i have several nice properties. First, the corresponding complexes always
lie in non-positive cohomological degrees. Second, they still satisfy the relations
described in (2). Third, we have
(3) F
(p)
i T
′
i1k
∼= T′iE
(p)
i 1k〈p(〈k, αi〉+ p)〉.
This relation follows from [C2, Cor. 4.6] by keeping in mind that our T′i is a shifted
version of T−1i from that paper. Notice that there is no cohomological shift on the
right hand side of (3). Finally, the following is an important observation.
Lemma 2.10. The finite braid group action generated by T′i for i ∈ I canonically
identifies any two objects K(k),K(k′) if k′ can be obtained from k by rearranging the
position of some zeros.
Proof. The key (and fairly clear) observation is that (T′i)
2
1k = 1k if ki = 0 or
ki+1 = 0. This means that the braid group action discussed above descends to a
symmetric group action. The result now follows. 
2.5. Symmetric/skew sides and some terminology. For the applications we
have planned, the objects K(k) will be Z-graded triangulated categories, where we
denote the internal grading by {1}. Our goal is to construct t-structures on these
triangulated categories. The main example to keep in mind is where K(k) is the
derived category of coherent sheaves D(Y (k)) on some variety Y (k) and where
Hom(k, k′) is D(Y (k)× Y (k′)) (the space of kernels). The space of 2-morphisms is
then just the space of maps between two kernels. See Section 7.1 for a brief review
of kernels.
We will always assume that K(k) is zero if ki < 0 for some i. Moreover, we will
fix N and assume that K(k) is zero if
∑
i ki 6= N . For convenience we will also take
n > N . One can show this is always possible to do by extending any Lgln action
to one of Lgln+k for any k ≥ 0. We do not explain this in detail since in all our
examples it will be obvious how to ensure that n > N .
We will consider two cases depending on the evaluation of the grading shift 〈1〉
from the (Lgln, θ) action. On the “symmetric” side we will have 〈1〉 = {1} while on
the “skew” side 〈1〉 = [1]{−1}. To more easily distinguish which side we are working
on we will use K˜(k) to denote the symmetric side and K(k) the skew. The reason
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for these names is that in our main application we have
K(K˜(k)) ∼= KC×(Y(k)) ∼= Sym
k1(V )⊗ · · · ⊗ Symkn(V )
K(K(k)) ∼= KC×(Y (k)) ∼= Λ
k1(V )⊗ · · · ⊗ Λkn(V )
where KC×(X) denotes the complexified Grothendieck group of coherent sheaves
on X tensored over Z[q, q−1] with C(q) while Y (k) and Y(k) are certain flag-like
varieties and V is the standard representation of SLm (for some fixed m).
Suppose now we have a fixed a t-structure on ⊕k′∈Wn·kK(k
′) where Wn is the
finite Weyl group. We will say that the t-structure is braid positive at k if the
endofunctor T′i acting on ⊕k′∈Wn·kK(k
′) is right t-exact for every i ∈ Î. Similarly,
we say that a t-structure on ⊕kK(k) is braid positive if T
′
i acting on it is right
t-exact for every i ∈ Î.
Since n > N each nonzero weight space K(k) has at least one kj = 0. By
Lemma 2.10 let us assume that j = n. We can then define
R
′
1k := T
′
n−2 . . .T
′
1T
′
01k.
One can readily check that R′1k = 1r·kR
′ where r ·(k1, k2, . . . , kn) = (k2, . . . , kn, k1).
Moreover, EiR
′ = R′Ei+1 and FiR
′ = R′Fi+1 for all i ∈ Î.
Finally, we denote by η the “highest” weight (0, . . . , 0, N) and by µ the “middle”
weight (0n−N , 1N ).
3. Structure results
In this section we collect some general results regarding an action with a target
2-category K as in Section 2.5. In particular, the objects in this category are indexed
by sequences k ∈ Zn. Recall that 1k = 0 if ki < 0 for some i or if
∑
i ki 6= N . The
main result, Proposition 3.1, identifies the possible 1-endomorphisms of K(η) where
η = (0, . . . , 0, N) is the highest weight.
3.1. A remark about trees. In [CKM] one used skew Howe duality to give a
description of the category of SLm-representations (more precisely, the full sub-
category generated by tensor products of fundamental representations) in terms of
webs. For our purposes, the main point is that webs on an annulus describe precisely
the Uq(Lgln)KM relations in an action on a 2-category K as above.
1
2
1 1
3
=
1 1 1
2
3
(4)
For example, the planar webs above describe equivalent 1-morphisms from (3) to
(1, 1, 1) (the web is read from bottom to top). We will not recall the definition
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of webs here because we do not use them in a substantial way. However, the re-
lationship is conceptually helpful. For example, any planar web between (N) and
(1, . . . , 1) can be decomposed as a direct sum of trees like the one in diagram (4).
Moreover, any two such trees (1-morphisms) are equivalent because of relations like
those illustrated in the diagram.
Translating this into our language, this means that any 1-morphism between
η = (0, . . . , 0, N) and µ = (0n−N , 1N ) that does not involve any F0 or E0 (i.e. the
corresponding web is planar) can be decomposed as a direct sum of 1-morphisms
equivalent to · · · F
(N−3)
n−3 F
(N−2)
n−2 F
(N−1)
n−1 . We call such a morphism a tree (and likewise
for maps from µ and η).
One can also consider a collection of side-by-side trees. For example, figure (5)
depicts a 1-morphism from (0, 0, 3, 0, 2) to (1, 1, 1, 1, 1). As above, the space of
planar webs from (k) to (1, . . . , 1) is spanned by any choice of a collection of trees.
1
2
1 1
3
1 1
2
(5)
Finally, one can consider such trees embedded on the annulus rather than the
plane. We call these annular trees rather than planar trees. These describe 1-
morphisms that also involve E0 and F0 (in contrast to planar trees).
3.2. Endomorphisms of the highest weight. For −N ≤ ℓ ≤ N we set
A
(ℓ) =
{
F
(ℓ)
0 F
(ℓ)
1 · · · F
(ℓ)
n−1 if ℓ ≥ 0
E
(−ℓ)
n−1E
(−ℓ)
n−2 · · ·E
(−ℓ)
0 if ℓ ≤ 0
Recall that η denotes the highest weight (0, . . . , 0, N). Note that A(ℓ)1η begins
and ends at η. In terms of webs A(±N) corresponds to twisting the strand labeled
N around the annulus (clockwise or counterclockwise depending on the sign). In
particular, this means that A(N) and A(−N) are inverses of each other. The following
is the main result in this section.
Proposition 3.1. Any 1-endomorphism of K(η) is a direct summand of an element
of the algebra generated by A(ℓ)1η for −N ≤ ℓ ≤ N and 〈±1〉.
Remark 3.2. It actually suffices to take A(ℓ) only for 1 ≤ ℓ ≤ N and ℓ = −N .
In the remainder of this section we will prove this result. For any two 1-morphisms
X, Y : K(k) → K(k′) we write X ⊑ Y if X is a direct summand of
⊕
f Y for some
f ∈ N[q, q−1]. For example, we have F
(a)
i F
(b)
i ⊑ F
(a+b)
i . More generally, if {Yα : α ∈
S} is any finite collection of 1-morphisms K(k)→ K(k′) we write
X ⊑ {Yα : α ∈ S}
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if X is a direct summand of
⊕
α
⊕
fα
Yα for some fα ∈ N[q, q
−1]. Note that ⊑ is a
transitive relation.
Lemma 3.3. Let k be any weight and a, b ∈ N. Then
E
(a)
i F
(b)
i 1k ⊑
{
F
(b−ℓ)
i E
(a−ℓ)
i 1k : ℓ ≥ 0
}
F
(b)
i E
(a)
i 1k ⊑
{
E
(a−ℓ)
i F
(b−ℓ)
i 1k : ℓ ≥ 0
}
where F
(c)
i = E
(c)
i = 0 for c < 0.
Proof. Let us prove the first claim (the second is similar). Since ⊑ is a transitive
relation and F
(a)
i F
(b)
i ⊑ F
(a+b)
i ⊑ F
(a)
i F
(b)
i (and likewise for Es) it suffices to prove the
case a = b = 1.
If 〈k, αi〉 ≥ 0 then the result is clear since EiFi1k ∼= FiEi1k
⊕
[〈k,αi〉]
1k. Otherwise,
if 〈k, αi〉 ≤ 0 then EiFi1k is a direct summand of FiEi1k and we are done again. 
Lemma 3.4. Let k be any weight, 〈i, j〉 = −1 and a, b, c ∈ N. Then
F
(a)
i F
(b)
j F
(c)
i 1k ⊑ {F
(ℓ)
j F
(a+c)
i F
(b−ℓ)
j 1k : 0 ≤ ℓ ≤ b}.
Proof. We use nested inductions on b and then on a. The case b = 1 is [CK2,
Corollary 4.8]. So assume that b ≥ 2.
If a = 1, then FiF
(b)
j F
(c)
i ⊑ F
(b−1)
j FiFjF
(c)
i by [CK2, Corollary 4.8]. By the base
case b = 1 this is then a direct summand of a direct sum of shifts of F
(b−1)
j F
(c+1)
i Fj
and F
(b−1)
j FjF
(c+1)
i ⊑ F
(b)
j F
(c+1)
i .
Now let a > 1. Then
F
(a)
i F
(b)
j F
(c)
i ⊑ F
(a)
i FjF
(b−1)
j F
(c)
i ⊑ F
(a−1)
i FjFiF
(b−1)
j F
(c)
i .
By induction on b applied to FiF
(b−1)
j F
(c)
i this is a direct summand of a sum of shifts
of
F
(a−1)
i FjF
(ℓ)
j F
(c+1)
i F
(b−1−ℓ)
j ⊑ F
(a−1)
i F
(1+ℓ)
j F
(c+1)
i F
(b−1−ℓ)
j , 0 ≤ ℓ ≤ b− 1.
If ℓ = b − 1, this is of the required form by induction on a. Otherwise it is of the
required form by induction on b. 
By an F-string we will mean a sequence of the form F
(ℓm)
im
. . . F
(ℓ1)
i1
for 0 ≤ ij ≤ n−1
and ℓj ∈ N. We call m the length of the F-string.
Lemma 3.5. Let X1η be any 1-endomorphism K(η). Then X1η ⊑ {(A
(−N))aYY1η}
for a finite collection of aY ≥ 0 and F-strings Y.
Proof. We use induction on the number of E’s in X. If there are none, we are done.
Otherwise put all Es to the left of the sequence using Lemma 3.3. This does not
increase the number of Es. Thus we can assume X = E
(ℓ)
n−1X
′ where X′ has fewer Es.
But then
A
(N)
X ∼= F
(N)
0 · · · F
(N)
n−2F
(N)
n−1E
(ℓ)
n−1X
′ ∼= F
(N)
0 · · · F
(N)
n−2F
(N−ℓ)
n−1 X
′
and the result follows by induction. 
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We say an F-string X = F
(ℓm)
im
. . . F
(ℓ1)
i1
is strictly ordered if ij+1 = ij − 1 mod n
and ℓj 6= 0 for all j. In this case we write #0X for the number of j with ij = 0
(the number of F
(ℓ)
0 in the string). For ℓ0, . . . , ℓn−1 ∈ N let F
(ℓ0,...,ℓn−1) denote
F
(ℓ0)
0 . . . F
(ℓn−1)
n−1 . For simplicity in the rest of this section we will take the all indices
of Fi modulo n.
Lemma 3.6. Suppose X is a strictly ordered string. Then 1ηXF
(a)
j ⊑ {1ηY} where
Y belongs to a finite collection of strictly ordered strings. Moreover, #0Y ≤ #0X
unless j = 0 and X ∼= X′F
(b)
n−1 in which case #0Y = #0X+ 1.
Proof. We can assume 1ηX = 1ηF
(·)
0 F
(·)
1 · · · F
(·)
n−1F
(·)
0 · · · F
(·)
i where the (·) represent
nonzero exponents. Note that 1ηX has to begin on the left with a F
(·)
0 because
otherwise it is zero. Note also that there might be many appearances of F
(·)
0 in the
string for X.
Our argument is by induction on the length of X. If j = i or j = i + 1 we are
done. Otherwise we start moving the F
(a)
j in 1ηXF
(a)
j to the left until it hits an Fj+1.
This way we end up with
(6) 1η · · · F
(b)
j F
(c)
j+1F
(a)
j · · · F
(·)
i .
Now, by Lemma 3.4, we get
(7) 1ηXF
(a)
j ⊑ {1η · · · F
(ℓ)
j+1[F
(a+b)
j F
(c−ℓ)
j+1 · · · F
(·)
i ] : 0 ≤ ℓ ≤ c}.
If c = ℓ then we are done by induction on the length. Otherwise the expression in
the brackets is strictly ordered and we continue moving the F
(ℓ)
j+1 to the left. This
procedure must end since the string is finite.
Finally we need to explain why the number of F
(·)
0 does not increase (unless j = 0).
In the argument above the only time an extra F
(·)
0 appears is when, in equation (6),
j = n− 1. In this case the right side of equation (7) reads
{1η · · · F
(ℓ)
0 [F
(a+b)
n−1 F
(c−ℓ)
0 · · · F
(·)
i ] : 0 ≤ ℓ ≤ c}.
We now continue moving the F
(ℓ)
0 to the left. It will eventually hit an F
(·)
1 at which
point we will have something of the form 1η · · · F
(·)
0 F
(·)
1 F
(ℓ)
0 · · · which, upon simpli-
fying again, decreases the number of F
(·)
0 . So overall the number of F
(·)
0 does not
increase. The only exception is if j = 0 and i = n− 1 in which case the algorithm
immediately stops and we get an extra F
(·)
0 . 
Corollary 3.7. For any F-string X we have 1ηX ⊑ {1ηY} where Y varies over a
finite collection of strictly ordered F-strings.
Proof. This follows by applying Lemma 3.6 repeatedly starting on the left. 
Lemma 3.8. Let X be an F-string. Then
1ηX1η ⊑
{
A
(ℓ1) · · ·A(ℓr)1η
}
where r ≥ 0 and
∑
i |ℓi| ≤ wX for some fixed wX which depends on X.
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Proof. By Corollary 3.7 we can assume that X is strictly ordered. If #0X ≤ 1 then
1ηX1η = 0 is either zero or equal to 1ηX1η = A
(ℓ)
1η for some ℓ. So assume that
#0X ≥ 2 and proceed by induction on #0X.
Write X1η = X
′F(b0,...,bn−1)F(a0,...,an−1)1η for some strictly ordered F-string X
′ with
aj 6= 0 and bj 6= 0 for all j. Further we can assume that a0 ≤ a1 ≤ · · · ≤ an−1 as
otherwise the functor vanishes. We will now induct on the sum a0 + · · ·+ an−1.
If a0 = a1 = · · · = an−1, then F
(a0,...,an−1) = A(a0) so that X′F(b0,...,bn−1)A(a0) and
we are done by induction on #0X. Otherwise let j be the largest index such that
aj 6= aj−1. We have to distinguish whether j = n− 1 or not.
First assume that 0 < j < n−1. Let k = (a1−a0, . . . , an−1−an−2, N+a0−an−1),
i.e. such that 1kF
(a0,...,an−1)1η. Then we have kj = aj − aj−1 > 0 and kj+1 =
aj+1 − aj = 0 so that 1k ⊑ FiEi:
X
′
F
(b0,...,bn−1)F
(a0,...,an−1)1η
⊑ X′F(b0,...,bn−1)FjEjF
(a0,...,an−1)1η
=
[
X
′
F
(b0,...,bn−1)
]
FjF
(a0,...,aj−1,aj−1,aj+1,...,an−1)1η
⊑
{
YF
(a0,...,aj−1,aj−1,aj+1,...,an−1)1η
}
,
where by Lemma 3.6 Y belongs to a finite set of strictly ordered F-strings with
#0Y ≤ #0X
′ + 1 = #0X − 1. Thus either we are done by induction on #0X, or
otherwise by induction on
∑
aj .
If j = n− 1, then, using Lemma 3.4, we have
X
′
F
(b0,...,bn−1)F
(a0,...,an−1)1η
= X′F
(b0)
0 · · · F
(bn−1)
n−1 F
(a0)
0 · · · F
(an−1)
n−1 1η
= X′F
(b0)
0 · · ·
[
F
(bn−1)
n−1 F
(a0)
0 F
(an−1−an−2)
n−1
]
F
(a1)
1 · · · F
(an−2)
n−2 F
(an−2)
n−1 1η
⊑
{
X
′
F
(b0)
0 · · · F
(bn−2)
n−2 F
(ℓ)
0 F
(bn−1+an−1−an−2)
n−1 F
(a0−ℓ)
0 F
(a1)
1 · · · F
(an−2)
n−2 F
(an−2)
n−1 1η
}
with 0 ≤ ℓ ≤ a0. If ℓ 6= 0, we use Lemma 3.6 applied to
(
X′F
(b0)
0 · · · F
(bn−2)
n−2
)
F
(ℓ)
0 , to
reduce each of the functors in the set to functors
YF
(bn−1+an−1−an−2)
n−1 F
(a0−ℓ,a1,...,an−2,an−2)1η
where Y is strictly ordered with #0Y ≤ #0X
′ + 1 = #0X − 1 (if ℓ = 0 this is form
is obtained trivially). If ℓ = a0, we can use Lemma 3.6 to reduce this further to
strings with less F
(·)
0 than X and apply induction on #0X. Otherwise we can apply
induction on
∑
aj . 
Lemma 3.8 above proves Proposition 3.1 in the case of F-strings. The general
case follows by applying Lemma 3.5.
4. t-structures on the symmetric side
In this section we work on the symmetric side. This means that we have a
(Lgln, θ)KM action on a triangulated 2-category K˜ where the objects K˜(k) are
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graded triangulated categories indexed by k ∈ Zn and where 〈1〉 = {1} is the in-
ternal grading. Since [k]〈−k〉 = [k]{−k} the complexes T′i now become T
′
i1k =
Ti1k[ki]{−ki}. Recall that µ denotes the weight (0
n−N , 1N ) and η the weight
(0, . . . , 0, N) and that 1k = 0 if ki < 0 for some i or
∑
i ki 6= N .
Theorem 4.1. Suppose that K˜(µ) is weakly generated by the image of K˜(η) under
the Lgln action. Moreover, suppose that K˜(η) is equipped with a t-structure such
that for all −N ≤ ℓ ≤ N the 1-endomorphisms A(ℓ) of K˜(η) are t-exact. Then one
can uniquely extend this t-structure to all other categories K˜(k) so that Ei and Fi
are t-exact for all i ∈ Î. Moreover, this t-structure is braid positive.
Proof. First note that every K˜(k) is weakly generated by the image of K˜(η). This
is because for each K˜(k) we have a 1-morphism ψk : K˜(k)→ K˜(µ) corresponding to
a “planar tree” (see Section 3.1). This 1-morphism has the property that ψLk ◦ ψk
contains at least one copy of the identity 1-morphism of K˜(k). So if X ∈ K˜(µ)
weakly generates then ψLk (X) ∈ K˜(k) also weakly generates since
Hom(ψLk (X)[i], Y ) = 0⇔ Hom(X[i], ψk(Y )) = 0⇔ ψk(Y ) = 0⇔ Y = 0.
Next we define the t-structure on K˜(k). Choose a 1-morphism
ψ : K˜(η)→ K˜(k)
whose image weakly generates K˜(k) and such that ψR ◦ψ contains at least one copy
of the identity 1-morphism (this is possible since we can just add into ψ a copy of
the planar tree morphism from K˜(η) to K˜(k)). Now ψR ◦ ψ is an endomorphism of
K˜(η) and hence, by Proposition 3.1,
ψR ◦ ψ ⊑ {A(ℓ1) · · ·A(ℓk)}
for some finite collection of ℓ1, . . . , ℓk ∈ Z. By assumption A
(ℓ1) · · ·A(ℓk) is t-exact.
Now, 〈1〉 = {1} is t-exact and so by Lemma 2.6 it follows that ψR ◦ ψ is t-exact.
We can now apply Theorem 2.2 to
ψR : K˜(k)→ K˜(η)
to obtain an induced t-structure on K˜(k). Since the image of ψ weakly generates
K˜(k), ψR is conservative. Thus the t-structure on K˜(k) is given by
K˜(k)≤0 =
{
A ∈ K˜(k) : ψR(A) ∈ K˜(η)≤0
}
,
K˜(k)≥0 =
{
A ∈ K˜(k) : ψR(A) ∈ K˜(η)≥0
}
.
(8)
The t-structure above does not depend on the choice of ψ as long as it weakly
generates. This is because given two choices ψ, ψ′ we can consider the t-structures
defined by the 1-morphisms ψ and ψ⊕ψ′ respectively. Then, using (8), Lemma 2.6
implies that K˜(k)≤0 and K˜(k)≥0 for the latter are contained in the ones for the
former. Hence by Lemma 2.8 the two t-structures are equal. Likewise, ψ ⊕ ψ′ and
ψ′ define the same t-structure. Hence ψ and ψ′ also induce the same t-structure.
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From this it follows that Ei and Fi are exact. More precisely, to show Ei1k is t-
exact it suffices to show that ψREi1k is t-exact. But this is t-exact by the discussion
above. Moreover, Fi is exact since it is biadjoint to Ei (up to some {·} shift which
is exact).
To see uniqueness of the t-structure suppose that there exist another t-structure
on all K˜(k) extending the t-structure on K˜(η) such that Ei and Fi are t-exact for
all i ∈ Î. Then the functors ψR defined above will also be t-exact. Thus (8) shows
that the two t-structures agree.
Finally, we have to show that for this t-structure the functors T′i are right t-exact.
We assume that ki ≤ ki+1 (the case ki ≥ ki+1 is similar). Set Aj = E
(ki−j)
i F
(ki+1−j)
i
for j ≥ 0. Then T′i1k is the convolution of the complex
Aki → · · · → A1 → A0
where A0 is in cohomological degree zero. Since each Ai is t-exact it follows that T
′
i
is right t-exact. 
5. t-structures on the skew side
In this section we work on the skew side. This means that we have an (Lgln, θ)KM
action on a triangulated 2-category K where the objects K(k) are graded triangu-
lated categories indexed by k ∈ Zn and where 〈1〉 = [1]{−1} where [1] is the
cohomological grading and {1} is the internal grading. Since [k]〈−k〉 = {k} we
now have T′i1k = Ti1k{ki}. Recall that µ denotes the weight (0
n−N , 1N ) and that
1k = 0 if ki < 0 for some i or
∑
i ki 6= N .
Theorem 5.1. Suppose we have a braid positive t-structure on⊕
µ′∈Wn·µ
K(µ′).
Then there exists a unique t-structure on
⊕
k K(k) determined by exactness of the 1-
morphism ψ : K(k)→ K(µ) corresponding to a collection of planar trees. Moreover,
this t-structure is braid positive.
Remark 5.2. The 1-morphism ψ : K(k) → K(µ) above is conservative because the
composition ψR ◦ ψ contains at least one summand 1k. Hence Lemma 2.5 implies
that the t-structure in Theorem 5.1 is given by
K(k)≥0 =
{
A ∈ K(k) : ψ(A) ∈ K(µ)≥0
}
K(k)≤0 =
{
A ∈ K(k) : ψ(A) ∈ K(µ)≤0
}
.
In the rest of this section we will prove this theorem.
5.1. Some preliminaries. Let us denote by |k| the number of ki 6= 0. The idea
for proving Theorem 5.1 is to use the categorical action to define a t-structure on
all K(k) by using the given t-structure on K(µ). We will do this by (decreasing)
induction on |k|
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Lemma 5.3. Consider k with ki > 0 and ki+1 = 1. Then we have distinguished
triangles
T
′
iT
′
i1k → 1k{2} → X
X→ EiFi1k[ki]{−ki + 2} → EiFi1k[ki + 2]{−ki}.
for some X ∈ End(K(k)).
Proof. This follows from Proposition 6.8 of [C1] where it is shown that [T′i][T
′
i]1k is
homotopic to a complex of the form
1k{2} → EiFi1k[ki]{−ki + 2} → EiFi1k[ki + 2]{−ki}.
Note that the extra shift of {2} here is just a result of our conventions for T′i. 
Corollary 5.4. Suppose again that we have k with ki > 0 and ki+1 = 1. If (T
′
i)
2
1k
is right t-exact then EiE
L
i 1k is right exact.
Proof. Since Fi1k ∼= E
L
i 1k[ki]{−ki} we get distinguished triangles
T
′
iT
′
i1k → 1k{2} → X
X→ EiE
L
i 1k{2} → EiE
L
i 1k[2].
From the first triangle it follows that X is right exact. From the second triangle it
then follows by Lemma 2.7 that EiE
L
i 1k is also right exact. 
5.2. Defining the t-structure on K(k). We will now define the t-structure on
every K(k). This will be done inductively and using only the gln part of the Lgln
action (the entire action will be dealt with subsequently).
By assumption we have a t-structure on K(k) where |k| = N (this is the base
case). Suppose we have inductively constructed t-structures on all K(k) with |k| > r
and that T′i for i = 1, . . . , n−1 are right t-exact for these t-structures. Now consider
some k with |k| = r. By Lemma 2.10 we can assume that there exists an index i
with ki > 1 and ki+1 = 0.
Consider the 1-morphism Ei1k. By induction we have a t-structure on K(k+αi)
so that T′i is right t-exact for i = 1, . . . , n− 1. Corollary 5.4 implies that EiE
L
i 1k+αi
is right t-exact. Subsequently, we get an induced t-structure on K(k) using Theorem
2.2. Moreover, since Ei1k is conservative in this case (since FiEi1k contains several
copies of the identity) we find that the t-structure is given by
K(k)≥0 =
{
A ∈ K(k) : Ei(A) ∈ K(k + αi)
≥0
}
K(k)≤0 =
{
A ∈ K(k) : Ei(A) ∈ K(k + αi)
≤0
}
.
Lemma 5.5. The t-structure on K(k) defined above is independent of any choices
made along the way.
Proof. By construction, the t-structure on K(k) is the unique t-structure with
K(k)≥0 =
{
A ∈ K(k) : ψ(A) ∈ K(µ)≥0
}
where ψ : K(k) → K(µ) is the functor associated to some planar tree from k to µ.
As remarked in Section 3.1 even though this tree is not unique all such trees give
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the same 1-morphisms. In this sense, the resulting t-structure on K(k) does not
depend on any choices made in defining the other K(k′) with |k′| > r. 
Corollary 5.6. If ki = 0 or ki+1 = 0 then T
′
i1k is t-exact.
Proof. This is just because for 1-morphism ψ : K(si · k)→ K(µ) corresponding to a
planar tree, the composition ψT′i1k corresponds to another planar tree (since ki = 0
or ki+1 = 0). 
So now we can assume that we have t-structures for all K(k) with |k| ≥ r. The
next step is to show that T′i for i = 1, . . . , n−1 are right t-exact for these t-structures.
Proposition 5.7. Using the t-structure on K(k) defined above T′i is right t-exact
for i = 1, . . . , n− 1.
Proof. Consider some T′i1k. Using Corollary 5.6 we can assume that (say) ki+2 = 0.
To show T′i1k is right exact it suffices to show that Ei+1T
′
i1kT
′
i+1 is, since 1kT
′
i+1
is t-exact by Corollary 5.6. But
Ei+1T
′
i1kT
′
i+1
∼= T′iT
′
i+11si+1·k+αiEi1si+1·k
and T′iT
′
i+11si+1·k+αi is right exact by induction. Moreover, Ei1si+1·k is t-exact by
construction. The result follows. 
5.3. Extending to the affine case. Recall that R′1k is defined as T
′
n−2 . . .T
′
1T
′
01k
if kn = 0 (if kn 6= 0 then we use the finite braid group action to move a zero into
that spot).
Lemma 5.8. The functor R′1k : K(k)→ K(r · k) is right t-exact.
Proof. We prove this by decreasing induction on |k|. The base case follows since
R
′
1(k1,...,kn,0) = T
′
n−2 . . .T
′
1T
′
01(k1,...,kn,0)
and each term on the right hand side is right exact by our basic hypothesis.
To prove the induction step consider now the composition
K(0, k1, . . . , kn, 0)
R′R′
−−→ K(k2, . . . , kn, 0, 0, k1)
Fn+1
−−−→ K(k2, . . . , kn, 0, 1, k1 − 1).
The first R′1(0,k1,...,kn,0) is t-exact since T
′
01(0,k1,...,kn,0) is the identity (and hence
exact). Thus the composition is right exact if and only if R′1(k1,...,kn,0,0) is right
exact. On the other hand, the composition also equals R′R′1(1,k1−1,...,kn,0)F1 which
is right exact by decreasing induction on |k|. 
Corollary 5.9. The functor R′1k : K(k)→ K(r · k) is t-exact.
Proof. In Lemma 5.8 we proved that R′1k is right exact. Note that in the description
of R′1k as T
′
n−2 . . .T
′
1T
′
01k each T
′
i equals its inverse because it always exchanges
a zero with something. Thus a similar argument to that used in Lemma 5.8 also
shows that R′1k is left exact. 
Remark 5.10. Notice that the proofs used in Lemma 5.8 and Corollary 5.9 also work
to show that R′1k : K˜(k)→ K˜(r · k) is t-exact on the symmetric side.
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Since any affine braid group element is a composition of R′ and finite braid group
elements, Proposition 5.7 and Corollary 5.9 imply that our t-structures are braid
positive. This completes the proof of Theorem 5.1.
6. Combining the skew and symmetric sides
So far we have discussed the symmetric and skew sides separately. In this section
we assume that we have actions on ⊕kK˜(k) and ⊕kK(k) as in sections 4 and 5.
Proposition 6.1 below explains how to induce a braid positive t-structure on K(k)
from one on K˜(k). In this way our t-structures on ⊕kK˜(k) as well as ⊕kK(k) are
induced from a single, fixed t-structure on K˜(η).
Proposition 6.1. Suppose we have a conservative functor
ι :
⊕
µ′∈Wn·µ
K(µ′)→
⊕
µ′∈Wn·µ
K˜(µ′)
such that ι ◦ T′i
∼= T′i ◦ ι for all i ∈ Î. Also suppose ι has a left adjoint ι
L such that
ι ◦ ιL is right t-exact. Then there exists a unique t-structure on ⊕µ′∈Wn·µK(µ
′) such
that ι is t-exact. Moreover, this t-structure is braid positive.
Proof. Existence of a t-structure so that ι is t-exact follows from Theorem 2.2. On
the other hand, since ι is conservative, T′i acting on ⊕µ′∈Wn·µK(µ
′) is right t-exact
if and only if ι ◦T′i
∼= T′i ◦ ι is right t-exact. The result follows since T
′
i acting on K˜
is right t-exact. 
Combining Proposition 6.1 with the construction from Section 5.2 we get the
following Corollary.
Corollary 6.2. Under the hypothesis of Proposition 6.1, there exists a unique t-
structure on ⊕kK(k) such that
(1) ι : ⊕µ′∈Wn·µK(µ
′)→ ⊕µ′∈Wn·µK˜(µ
′) is t-exact and
(2) the 1-morphism K(k) → K(µ) induced by a collection of planar trees is t-
exact.
Moreover, this t-structure on ⊕kK(k) is braid positive.
Remark 6.3. Note that in Proposition 6.1 we only require a functor ι for the middle
weight µ. In some cases, like our examples in the next section, there are also
natural functors K(k)→ K˜(k) for arbitrary k. But it seems that these functors are
(in general) not as well behaved.
7. Examples of categorical actions
7.1. Notation. All the varieties that we consider in this section are naturally
equipped with a GLm[[z]]⋊C
× action. Let us fix a subgroup H ⊆ GLm[[z]].
For a variety equipped with a H⋊C× action we will denote by D(X) the bounded
derived category ofH⋊C× equivariant coherent sheaves onX. We denote byOX{k}
the structure sheaf of X with non-trivial C× action of weight k.
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For two smooth varieties X,Y as above and an object P ∈ D(X × Y ) whose
support is proper over Y (we will always assume this is the case from hereon) we
obtain an induced functor ΦP : D(X) → D(Y ) via (·) 7→ π2∗(π
∗
1(·) ⊗ P) where
π1, π2 are the obvious projections. We say P is the kernel which induces ΦP .
The right and left adjoints of ΦP are induced by P
R := P∨⊗ π∗2ωX [dim(X)] and
PL := P∨⊗π∗1ωY [dim(Y )] respectively. Moreover, if Q ∈ D(Y ×Z) then ΦQ◦ΦP
∼=
ΦQ∗P : D(X)→ D(Y ) where Q∗P = π13∗(π
∗
12P⊗π
∗
23Q) is the convolution product.
7.2. The 2-category K˜n,N
Gr,m. We first recall the 2-category K˜
n,N
Gr,m which is most
closely related to the geometry of the Beilinson–Drinfeld Grassmannian. See [CK4]
for details.
Fix m ∈ N≥1. For a sequence k = (k1, . . . , kn) define the varieties
Y(k) := {C[z]m = L0 ⊆ L1 ⊆ · · · ⊆ Ln ⊆ C(z)
m : zLi ⊂ Li,dim(Li/Li−1) = ki}
where the Li are complex vector subspaces. These spaces are smooth [CK4, Section
3] and dimY(k) = m
∑
i ki. They are equipped with a natural action of GLm[[z]]⋊
C
× where the C× action is induced by t · z = t2z. As discussed above, we fix a
subgroup H ⊆ GLm[[z]]. Everything we consider from now on will be H ⋊ C
×
equivariant.
There exist natural vector bundles Vi on Y(k) whose fiber over a point L• is the
vector space Li/L0. There are also correspondences given by
(9) Yri (k) = {(L•, L
′
•) : Lj = L
′
j for j 6= i, L
′
i ⊂ Li} ⊂ Y(k)× Y(k + rαi).
We take K˜n,N
Gr,m to be the 2-category whose objects are D(Y(k)) with
∑
i ki = N ,
the 1-morphisms are kernels inside D(Y(k)×Y(k′)) and the 2-morphisms are maps
between kernels.
The main result in [CK4] defines an (Lsln, θ) action on K˜
n,N
Gr,m by using the corre-
spondences in (9). In fact, in [CK4, Section 5.3] one discusses a shifted action using
generators E′i,1 and F
′
i,−1 rather than Ei,1 and Fi,−1 (the two differ by a grading
shift). It is this shifted action that we will use from here on (see also Remark A.4).
Following definitions (19) and (20) from the appendix, we define
(10) T′0 := φ
′
1 . . . φ
′
n−1(T
′
1T
′
2 . . .T
′
n−1 . . .T
′
2T
′
1)
−1
(11) E0 := (T
′
0T
′
1)
−1
E1T
′
0T
′
1 and F0 := (T
′
0T
′
1)
−1
F1T
′
0T
′
1.
Here φ′i = T
′
iT
′
i,1 and T
′
i,1 is the analogue of T
′
i where instead of Ei,Fi we use
E′i,1,F
′
i,−1.
Theorem 7.1. The functors Ei,Fi for i ∈ I together with E0 and F0 defined above
induce an (Lgln, θ)KM action on K˜
n,N
Gr,m where the map span{αi : i ∈ Î} → End
2(1k)
is defined as the composition span{αi : i ∈ Î}
p
−→ span{αi : i ∈ I} → End
2(1k) where
(12) p(αi) :=
{
αi if i ∈ I
−
∑
j∈I αj if i = 0
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Proof. It is not difficult to check that the relations from Corollary A.3 hold despite
using E′i,1,F
′
i,−1 instead of Ei,1,Fi,−1 and T
′
i instead of Ti. This is just a question
of the grading/cohomological shifts matching up. For example, it is an elementary
exercise to check that, if 〈i, j〉 = −1, then
T
−1
i Ej,1Ti
∼= T−1j Ei,1Tj ⇒ (T
′
i)
−1
E
′
j,1T
′
i
∼= (T′j)
−1
E
′
i,1T
′
j.
This takes care of all the conditions for having an (Lgln, θ)KM action with the
exception of (5). In particular, it remains to show that E20
∼= E
(2)
0 {−1} ⊕ E
(2)
0 {1}
and that θ ∈ span{αi : i ∈ Î} induces a zero map between the summands E
(2)
0 {1} if
and only if 〈θ, α0〉 = 〈θ,−
∑
i∈I αi〉 = 0.
To clarify notation let us denote by γ the maps span{αi : i ∈ Î} → End
2(1k).
Recall that E0 = (T
′
0T
′
1)
−1E1T
′
0T
′
1. Now consider Iγ(θ)I ∈ End
2(E01kE0). Since
E01kE0
∼= (T′0T
′
1)
−1
E1T
′
0T
′
11k(T
′
0T
′
1)
−1
E1T
′
0T
′
1
this map induces a zero map between the summands E
(2)
0 {1} if and only if
I[(T ′0T
′
1)(γ(θ))]I ∈ End
2(E11s0s1·kE1)
induces a zero map between summands E
(2)
1 {1}. By Lemma 7.3 this is the case if
and only if 〈θ, (T1T0)(α1)〉 = 0. But
T1T0(α1) = T1φ1 . . . φn−1(T1T2 . . . Tn−1 . . . T2T1)(α1) = −
∑
i∈I
αi.
The result follows. 
Remark 7.2. For i ∈ I the actions of Ei1k and 1kFi are given by kernels
OY1i (k){ki − 1} ∈ D(Y(k)× Y(k + αi))
OY1i (k){ki+1} ∈ D(Y(k + αi)×Y(k))
The kernels corresponding to E01k and 1kF0 are more difficult to describe explicitly.
Lemma 7.3. Working with K˜n,N
Gr,m we have the commutative diagrams
span{αi : i ∈ Î}
γ

Ti
// span{αi : i ∈ Î}
γ

span{αi : i ∈ Î}
γ

id
// span{αi : i ∈ Î}
γ

End2(1k)
T ′i
// End2(1si·k) End
2(1k)
φ′i
// End2(1k)
where the map Ti ∈ End(span{αi : i ∈ Î}) is the standard action given by reflecting
in αi and T
′
i , φ
′
i are the isomorphisms induced by the equivalences T
′
i, φ
′
i.
Proof. Recall from [CK4] that we have maps
ch: Y(k)→ Ak
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where Ak = Ak1 × · · · ×Akn and Aki = A
ki/Ski . The map is given by keeping track
of the characteristic polynomials of z acting on Li/Li−1 for i = 1, . . . , n. Since the
morphism ch is proper we have
Hom(OY(k),OY(k){2}) ∼= Hom(OAk ,OAk{2})
∼= span{tri : i = 1, . . . , n}
where tri(L•) := tr(z|Li/Li−1).
Now denote by Aok ⊂ Ak the open subset where the eigenvalues of z|Ln/L0 are all
distinct. We denote Y(k)o := ch−1(Aok) and define Z
o
i (k) ⊂ Y(k)
o×Y(si · k)
o as the
locus
{(L•, L
′
•) :Lj = L
′
j if j 6= i, z|Li+1/Li−1has distinct eigenvalues,
z|Li+1/Li and z|L′i/Li−1have the same (distinct) eigenvalues}.
Notice this is the graph of an isomorphism. Following [CK4, Proposition 7.1], it is
not hard to see that T′i restricted to Y(k)
o is induced by OZo
i
(in fact, the closure of
this locus induces T′i but this is harder to prove and not necessary for our purposes).
Denote by π1 and π2 the natural projections from Zi(k)
o to Y(k)o and Y(si · k)
o.
Then on Zi(k)
o it is clear that π∗1(trj) = π
∗
2(trj) if j 6= i, i + 1 while π
∗
1(tri) =
π∗2(tri+1) and π
∗
1(tri+1) = π
∗
2(tri). It follows that
T ′i (trj) =

trj if j 6= i, i+ 1
tri+1 if j = i
tri if j = i+ 1.
The commutativity of the left square now follows since γ : span{αi : i ∈ Î} →
End2(1k) is defined by taking αi 7→ −tri + tri+1.
Finally, the fact that φ′i acts trivially on End
2(1k) (commutativity of the right
diagram) is a consequence of [CK4, Corollary 7.3] which shows that φ′i is given by
tensoring with a particular line bundle. 
7.3. The 2-category Kn,N
Gr,m. The 2-category K
n,N
Gr,m is similar to K˜
n,N
Gr,m but instead
of Y(k) we use
Y (k) := {C[z]m = L0 ⊆ L1 ⊆ · · · ⊆ Ln ⊆ C(z)
m : zLi ⊂ Li−1,dim(Li/Li−1) = ki}.
These varieties are smooth with dimY (k) =
∑
i ki(m − ki). We still have a
GLm[[z]]⋊C
× action on all these categories and, as before, we work H-equivariantly
with respect to some fixed H ⊆ GLm[[z]] ⋊ C
×. The constructions in [CKL1, C2]
give rise to an (Lsln, θ) action on K
n,N
Gr,m which we now describe in detail.
Consider the correspondences
W ri (k) = {(L•, L
′
•) : Lj = L
′
j for j 6= i, L
′
i ⊂ Li} ⊂ Y (k)× Y (k + rαi).
Note that in this definition we require that W ri (k) is a subvariety which, in partic-
ular, implies that zLi+1 = zL
′
i+1 ⊂ L
′
i and zLi ⊂ Li−1 = L
′
i−1. For i ∈ I we define
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Ei1k and 1kFi using kernels
OW 1i (k) ⊗ det(V
′
i/Vi−1)⊗ det(Vi+1/Vi)
−1{ki − 1} ∈ D(Y (k)× Y (k + αi)) and
OW 1i (k) ⊗ det(V
′
i/Vi)
ki+1−ki+1{ki+1} ∈ D(Y (k + αi)× Y (k))
respectively, while Ei,11k and 1kFi,−1 are defined by kernels
OW 1i (k) ⊗ det(V
′
i/Vi−1)⊗ det(Vi+1/V
′
i)
−1{ki − 1 + i} ∈ D(Y (k)× Y (k + αi)) and
OW 1i (k) ⊗ det(V
′
i/Vi)
ki+1−ki+2{ki+1 − i} ∈ D(Y (k + αi)× Y (k))
In this setup, since we are on the skew side, we have 〈1〉 = [1]{−1}.
The varieties Y (k) have natural deformations Y˜ (k)→ An defined by
Y˜ (k) := {(L•, x ∈ C
n) :C[z]m = L0 ⊆ L1 ⊆ · · · ⊆ Ln ⊆ C(z)
m
(z − xi)Li ⊂ Li−1,dim(Li/Li−1) = ki}.
Remark 7.4. Note that, although Y˜ (1n) ∼= Y(1n), in general Y˜ (k) is just a subvariety
of Y(k).
Identifying the tangent bundle fiber T0(A
n) with the weight lattice of GLn we
have αi = (. . . ,−1, 1, . . . ) where the −1 is in position i and the rest of the entries
are zero. Following the discussion in Appendix B this gives us a linear map
̟ : span{αi : i ∈ Î} → Hom(O∆Y (k) ,O∆Y (k) [2]{−2}) = End
2(1k).(13)
The equality above is just by definition since 〈2〉 = [2]{−2}.
Proposition 7.5. The functors Ei,ℓ,Fi,−ℓ for i ∈ I and ℓ ∈ {0, 1} together with the
map from (13) define an (Lgln, θ) action on K
n,N
Gr,m.
Proof. We refer to [CK4, Section 4] for a precise definition of an (Lgln, θ) action.
It is easy to see that the earlier work in [CKL1, C2] proves all the conditions with
the exception of (vi). This condition states that, for every i, j ∈ I with 〈i, j〉 = −1,
one has Cone(α) ∼= Cone(β) where α and β are the unique (up to scaling) maps
EiEj,1[−1]{1}
α
−→ Ej,1Ei and EjEi,1[−1]{1}
β
−→ Ei,1Ej .
We assume from now on that j = i+1 (there is no loss of generality in doing this).
Let us denote by Ei and Ej,1 the kernels of Ei and Ej,1. To prove Cone(α) ∼= Cone(β)
we need to first understand the convolutions Ei ∗ Ej,1 and Ej,1 ∗ Ei more explicitly.
Denote
Wij(k) = {(L•, L
′
•) : Lk = L
′
k for k 6= i, j, Li ⊂ L
′
i+1} ⊂ Y (k)× Y (k + αi + αj)
Wji(k) = {(L•, L
′
•) : Lk = L
′
k for k 6= i, j, zLi+1 ⊂ L
′
i} ⊂ Y (k)× Y (k + αi + αj).
To simplify notation we just write Wij and Wji for Wij(k) and Wji(k). It is not
difficult to show (cf. [CK2, Lemma 3.8]) that
Ei ∗ Ej,1 ∼= OWij ⊗ det(V
′
i/Vi−1)⊗ det(Vi+2/V
′
i+1)
−1{s− 1}
Ej,1 ∗ Ei ∼= OWji ⊗ det(Vi+1/V
′
i+1)
−1 ⊗ det(V ′i+1/Vi−1)⊗ det(Vi+2/Vi)
−1{s}
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where s := ki+ ki+1− 1+ j. This is because in the convolution diagram everything
intersects in the expected dimension and so it is just a question of carefully keeping
track of the line bundles (and {·} grading).
The next step is to understand the morphism α : Ei ∗ Ej,1[−1]{1} → Ej,1 ∗ Ei. The
geometric explanation of this morphism is the standard exact triangle
(14) OWji(−Wij ∩Wji)→ OWji∪Wij → OWij .
Here we write OWji(−Wij ∩ Wji) for the ideal sheaf of Wij ∩Wji ⊂ Wji, which
happens to be a divisor. This divisor, which is the locus insideWji where Li ⊂ Li+1,
is carved out as the vanishing locus of Vi/V
′
i → Vi+1/V
′
i+1. Hence
(15) OWji(−Wij ∩Wji)
∼= OWji ⊗ det(Vi/V
′
i)⊗ det(Vi+1/V
′
i+1)
−1.
Rewriting (14) we get the following exact triangle
(16) OWij [−1]→ OWji ⊗ det(Vi/V
′
i)⊗ det(Vi+1/V
′
i+1)
−1 → OWji∪Wij .
Tensoring (16) with the line bundle
L := det(V ′i/Vi−1)⊗ det(Vi+2/V
′
i+1)
−1{s}
and then simplifying and comparing with the expressions for Ei ∗ Ej,1 and Ej,1 ∗ Ei
computed above, we arrive at the exact triangle
(17) Ei ∗ Ej,1[−1]{1} → Ej,1 ∗ Ei → OWji∪Wij ⊗ L.
On the other hand, we know that Hom(Ei ∗ Ej,1[−1]{1}, Ej,1 ∗ Ei) is spanned by α
(this is a formal calculation involving adjunctions, see for instance Lemma A.4 in
the appendix of [C3]). It follows that Cone(α) ∼= OWji∪Wij ⊗ L.
One can similarly show that Cone(β) ∼= OWji∪Wij ⊗ L. The main difference is
that, instead of (14), one uses the standard exact triangle
OWij (−Wji ∩Wij)→ OWij∪Wji → OWji
and instead of the isomorphism in (15) one uses
OWji(−Wij ∩Wji)
∼= OWji ⊗ det(Vi+1/V
′
i+1)⊗ det(Vi/V
′
i)
−1{−2}.
This is because Wij ∩Wji inside Wji is the locus where zLi+1 ⊂ L
′
i and hence is
carved as the vanishing of the morphism z : Vi+1/V
′
i+1 → Vi/V
′
i{2}. 
As with the action on K˜n,N
Gr,m we will define shifted generators E
′
i,1 := Ei,1{−i}
and F′i,−1 := Fi,−1{i}. The advantage is that it gets rid of the weird shift by i in
our original definition and simplifies subsequent shifts. The disadvantage is that
Cone(α) and Cone(β) are now only isomorphic up to a shift by {1}. Nevertheless,
we can define T′0 and E0,F0 exactly as in (10) and (11) where again φ
′
i = T
′
iT
′
i,1.
Before we can prove the main result (Theorem 7.8) will need to identify φ′i more
explicitly (Corollary 7.7).
Lemma 7.6. Denote
Zi(1
N , 1N ) := {(L•, L
′
•) : Lj = L
′
j if j 6= i} ⊂ Y (1
N )× Y (1N ).
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Then the kernels
OZi(1N ,1N ){1} and OZi(1N ,1N ) ⊗ det(Vi/Vi−1)⊗ det(Vi+1/V
′
i)
−1{1}
induce the braid element T′i and its inverse acting on D(Y (1
N )). Similarly,
OZi(1N ,1N ) ⊗ det(Vi/Vi−1)
−1 ⊗ det(V ′i/Vi−1){1} and
OZi(1N ,1N ) ⊗ det(V
′
i/Vi−1)⊗ det(Vi+1/V
′
i)
−1{1}
induce the braid element T′i,1 and its inverse acting on D(Y (1
N )).
Proof. We prove the first isomorphism (cf. Proposition 7.1 of [CK4]). The space
Zi(1
N , 1N ) has two components: the diagonal ∆ (where Li = L
′
i) and the locus Wi
where zLi+1 ⊂ Li−1. This gives us the exact triangle
OWi(−∆ ∩Wi)→ OZi(1N ,1N ) → O∆
of kernels in Y (1N ) × Y (1N ). On the other hand, ∆ ∩Wi inside Wi is the divisor
consisting of points where Li = L
′
i and hence is carved out by the vanishing locus
of Vi/Vi−1 → Vi+1/V
′
i. Hence we have the exact triangle
(18) OWi ⊗ det(Vi/Vi−1)⊗ det(Vi+1/V
′
i)
−1 → OZi(1N ,1N ) → O∆.
On the other hand, if we denote by Ti, Ei,Fi the kernel inducing Ti,Ei,Fi then we
have the exact triangle
Ti → O∆ → Fi ∗ Ei[1]{−1}.
It is straight forward to compute that
Ei ∗ Fi ∼= OWi ⊗ det(Vi/Vi−1)⊗ det(Vi+1/V
′
i)
−1{1}.
Thus we can rewrite the exact triangle above as
OWi ⊗ det(Vi/Vi−1)⊗ det(Vi+1/V
′
i)
−1 → Ti → O∆.
Comparing it with (18) we get that Ti ∼= OZi(1N ,1N ). Since T
′
i = Ti{1} this proves
the first isomorphism. The other isomorphisms are proved similarly. 
Corollary 7.7. The functor φ′i1k is given by tensoring with the line bundle
det(Vi/Vi−1)
−1 ⊗ det(Vi+1/Vi).
Proof. The claim when k = (1N ) follows from Lemma 7.6. The claim in general
then follows as in the proof of [CK4, Corollary 7.3] (where one proves the analogous
result on the symmetric side). 
We now have the following result parallel to Theorem 7.1.
Theorem 7.8. For i ∈ Î the functors Ei,Fi defined above together with the com-
position span{αi : i ∈ Î}
p
−→ span{αi : i ∈ I} → End
2(1k) induce an (Lgln, θ)KM
action on K˜n,N
Gr,m. Here p is the map from (12) while the second map is the one from
(13).
Proof. This follows from the exact same argument used to prove Theorem 7.1, where
we just use Lemma 7.9 in place of Lemma 7.3. 
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Lemma 7.9. Working with Kn,N
Gr,m we have the commutative diagrams
span{αi : i ∈ Î}
̟

Ti
// span{αi : i ∈ Î}
̟

span{αi : i ∈ Î}
̟

id
// span{αi : i ∈ Î}
̟

End2(1k)
T ′i
// End2(1si·k) End
2(1k)
φ′i
// End2(1k)
where the map Ti ∈ End(span{αi : i ∈ Î}) is the standard action given by reflecting
in αi and T
′
i , φ
′
i are the isomorphisms induced by the equivalences T
′
i, φ
′
i.
Proof. The fact that φ′i acts trivially is a consequence of Corollary 7.7.
Now denote by T ′i the kernel for T
′
i. Then, for θ ∈ span{αi : i ∈ Î}, the 2-
morphism
−T ′i (̟(θ)) ∗ id ∗ id+ id ∗ id ∗̟(θ) ∈ End
2(1si·k ∗ Ti ∗ 1k)
is equal to zero, since T ′i (̟(θ)) ∗ id ∗ id = id ∗ id ∗̟(θ) by the definition of T
′
i .
On the other hand, it follows from [CK3] that the kernel Ti ∈ D(Y (si ·k)×Y (k))
deforms over (Y˜ (k) × Y˜ (si · k))(Ti(θ),θ) → Spec(C[ε]/ε
2). More precisely, Theorem
A.10 of [CK3] shows that Ti deforms to Y˜ (k)× Y˜ (si · k) restricted to the locus
(x1, . . . , xi, xi+1, . . . , xn)× (x1, . . . , xi+1, xi, . . . , xn) ⊂ A
n × An.
This implies the statement above. Subsequently, the discussion in Appendix B
implies that
−̟(Ti(θ)) ∗ id ∗ id+ id ∗ id ∗̟(θ) ∈ End
2(1si·k ∗ Ti ∗ 1k)
is equal to zero. it follows that −T ′i (̟(θ)) ∗ id ∗ id = −̟(Ti(θ)) ∗ id ∗ id and hence
T ′i (̟(θ)) = ̟(Ti(θ)). 
8. Induced t-structures
8.1. Perverse coherent sheaves. In order to apply Theorem 4.1, we need to start
with a t-structure on K˜(η). It turns out that for our applications perverse coherent
t-structures are a good choice. Let us briefly recall their definition from [AB]. In
this subsection, X will be a scheme with an action of an algebraic group H.
We denote by D(X) the bounded derived category of H-equivariant coherent
sheaves on X (H could be trivial) and by Dqcoh(X) the corresponding unbounded
category of H-equivariant quasi-coherent sheaves on X.
Let Xgen be the topological space consisting of generic points of H-stable sub-
schemes of X. For x ∈ Xgen and F ∈ D(X) we write i∗xF for the usual stalk of F
at x and i!xF = i
∗
xΓxF the stalk of the local cohomology along the closure of {x}.
We note that these are functors of sheaves of C-modules, but not of O-modules.
Choose a perversity function p : Xgen → Z and define
pD≤0(X) =
{
F ∈ D(X) : i∗xF ∈ D
≤p(x)
qcoh (Ox) for all x ∈ X
gen
}
pD≥0(X) =
{
F ∈ D(X) : i!xF ∈ D
≥p(x)
qcoh (Ox) for all x ∈ X
gen
}
.
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We say a perversity function p is monotone if p(x) ≤ p(y) whenever y is contained
in the closure of x. We say p is comonotone if p(x) = − dim(x)− p(x) is monotone.
Theorem 8.1. [AB, Thm. 3.10] If p : Xgen → Z is monotone and comonotone then
(pD≤0(X), pD≥0(X))
defines a t-structure on D(X), called the perverse coherent t-structure.
Common choices for perversity functions include the standard perversity p(x) = 0
(yielding the standard t-structure), the dual standard perversity p(x) = − dim(x)
and the middle perversity p(x) = −12 dim(x). Strictly speaking the middle perversity
function is only defined if all dim(x) are even. However, we will allow dim(x) to be
odd by rounding −12 dim(x) either up or down. This leads to a family of functions
(depending on the rounding choices we make). Abusing terminology slightly we will
still refer to a function in this family as a middle perversity function.
From the definition above it follows easily that the perverse coherent t-structure
on D(X) is “local” in the sense of [Po, Section 2.3]. In particular this means that
tensoring with any vector bundle is a t-exact functor. This is one of the main
properties that will be useful in the next section. Another one is the following.
Lemma 8.2. [AB, Lemma 3.3] Consider a perversity function p : Xgen → Z and
for a closed subscheme i : Y →֒ X denote by p : Y gen → Z the induced perversity
function given by composition. Then i∗ : D(Y ) → D(X) is t-exact with respect to
the perverse coherent t-structures on D(Y ) and D(X).
We call the t-structure on D(Y ) corresponding to the pullback of the perversity
function p : Xgen → Z the “i-induced perverse coherent t-structure”.
8.2. Induced t-structures on D(Y(k)). We begin with a couple of technical re-
sults. Recall that, as in Section 7.1, we have fixed a subgroup H ⊆ GLm[[z]] and
all categories D(Y(k)) are H ⋊C× equivariant.
Lemma 8.3. For k, l ∈ N consider the projection
π : Y(k, l)→ Y(k + l) = {L0 ⊂ L2 : zL2 ⊂ L2,dim(L2/L0) = k + l}
which forgets L1. Then π∗ det(V1)
−1 ∼= Λk(V2)
−1 and π∗ det(V1) ∼= Λ
k(V2){−2kl}.
Proof. Consider the embedding Y(k, l)
i
−→ G(k,V2)
p
−→ Y(k + l) where G(k,V2)
denotes the relative Grassmannian of k-planes in the (k + l)-dimensional vector
bundle V2 on Y(k + l). Notice that the codimension of i is kl. On the other hand,
we have the natural map of vector bundles on G(k,V2)
z : V1 → V2/V1{2}
where, abusing notation slightly, V1 denotes the tautological k-dimensional bundle
on G(k,V2). This map vanishes precisely over the image of i (i.e. the locus where z
maps V1 to itself). In particular, we get a global section of (V2/V1)⊗ V
∨
1 {2} which
vanishes along the image of i. Notice that the dimension of this vector bundle is
equal to kl which is the codimension of i. Moreover, one can check that generically
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the vanishing locus of this section is reduced. It follows that we get a Koszul
resolution of i∗OY(k,l) given by
· · · → Ω2p{−4} → Ω
1
p{−2} → OG(k,V2) → i∗OY(k,l)
where Ωkp = Λ
kΩ1p and Ω
1
p = V1 ⊗ (V2/V1)
∨ is the relative cotangent bundle of p.
Tensoring everything with det(V1)
−1 and using that
Hp(G(k, k + l),Ωq
G(k,k+l)(1)) = 0 if (p, q) 6= (0, 0)
(see [LP, Corollaire 1]) we get that
π∗ det(V1)
−1 ∼= p∗i∗OY(k,l) ∼= R
0p∗
(
OG(k,V2) ⊗ det(V1)
−1
)
∼= Λk(V2)
∨.
Applying Verdier duality to this result we get
π∗ det(V1) ∼= π∗D(det(V1)
−1 ⊗ ωY(k,l))[− dimY(k, l)]
∼= Dπ∗(det(V1)
−1 ⊗ ωπ ⊗ π
∗ωY(k+l))[− dimY(k, l)]
∼= D(π∗(det(V1)
−1{2kl}) ⊗ ωY(k+l))[− dimY(k + l)]
∼= D(Λk(V2)
∨){−2kl} ⊗ ω−1
Y(k+l)[− dimY(k + l)]
∼= Λk(V2){−2kl}
where we used [CK4, Lemma 5.2] to determine ωπ in the third line. This completes
the proof. 
Corollary 8.4. For 0 ≤ ℓ ≤ N the endomorphism A(ℓ) of D(Y(η)) is given by
tensoring with Λℓ(Vn) while A
(−ℓ) is tensoring with Λℓ(Vn)
∨.
Proof. Suppose ℓ ≥ 0. It suffices to consider the case n = 2 where we have Y(0, N)
and A(ℓ) is the composition
D(Y(0, N))
F
(ℓ)
1−−→ D(Y(ℓ,N − ℓ))
F
(ℓ)
0−−→ D(Y(0, N)).
Now F
(ℓ)
0
∼= T′1(F
′
1,−1)
ℓ(T′1)
−1 so we get
F
(ℓ)
0 F
(ℓ)
1 1(0,N)
∼= T′1(F
′
1,−1)
(ℓ)(T′1)
−1
F
(ℓ)
1 1(0,N)
∼= T′1(F
′
1,−1)
(ℓ)
E
(ℓ)
1 (T
′
1)
−1
1(0,N){−ℓ(N − ℓ)}
where we used (3) to get the second isomorphism. Now consider the composition
(F′1,−1)
(ℓ)E
(ℓ)
1 in the middle. Following the definition from [CK4, Section 5] this is
the functor
π∗(π
∗(·)⊗ det(V2/V1){ℓ(N − ℓ)})
where π : Y(N − ℓ, ℓ)→ Y(N, 0) is the natural projection. Applying the projection
formula and using Lemma 8.3 this equivalent to tensoring by
ΛN−ℓ(V2)
∨ ⊗ det(V2){ℓ(N − ℓ)} ∼= Λ
ℓ(V2){ℓ(N − ℓ)}.
The result follows. The case of ℓ ≤ 0 is obtained by taking adjoints and noting that
(F
(ℓ)
0 F
(ℓ)
1 )
R ∼= E
(ℓ)
1 E
(ℓ)
0 . 
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Theorem 8.5. Fix a perverse coherent t-structure on Y(η). Then there exists
a unique t-structure on ⊕kD(Y(k)) which agrees with the chosen t-structure on
D(Y(η)) and such that Ei,Fi are t-exact for all i ∈ Î. Moreover, this t-structure is
braid positive.
Proof. We apply Theorem 4.1. By Corollary 8.4 we know that A(ℓ) is t-exact for
−N ≤ ℓ ≤ N . So it remains to show that D(Y(µ)) is weakly generated by the
images of D(Y(η)) under the Lgln action.
Consider the map ch: Y(µ) = Y(1N )→ AN which remembers the eigenvalues of
z acting on Li/Li−1 for i = 1, . . . , N (in this case all of these have rank one). The
fibers of this map are iterated Pm−1-bundles. For example, the fiber over 0 ∈ AN is
isomorphic to Y (1N ) while the fiber over a general point (where all the coordinates
are different) is just a product (Pm−1)N . In particular, this means that D(Y(µ)) is
weakly generated by line bundles of the form
∏
i L
ai
i where Li := det(Vi/Vi−1) and∑
i ai ≡ 0 (mod N).
On the other hand, consider the endomorphism φ′i1µ = T
′
iT
′
i,11µ of D(Y(µ))
(see [CK4] or the appendix for details). By [CK4, Corollary 7.3] it is given by
tensoring with the line bundle L−1i ⊗ Li+1 (N.B. Remark 2.9). Moreover, a planar
tree morphism induces a map D(Y(η)) → D(Y(µ)) which is just pullback via the
natural projection Y(1N ) → Y(N). Thus if we apply this map to the line bundle
det(V1/V0) on Y(N) we get the line bundle
∏
i Li on Y(1
N ). If we then apply various
φ′i we can obtain all line bundles of the form
∏
i L
ai
i with
∑
i ai ≡ 0 (mod N). This
shows weak generation of D(Y(µ)) and completes the proof. 
8.3. Induced t-structures on D(Y (k)). We will now use Corollary 6.2 to define
a t-structure on the D(Y (k)). We take µ = (1N ) and consider the fiber product
diagram
Y (µ)
ι
//

Y(µ)
ch

0 // AN
Proposition 8.1 of [CK4] implies that T′i◦ι∗
∼= ι∗◦T
′
i for all i ∈ I. Moreover, [CK4,
Corollary 7.3] and Corollary 7.7 tell us that φ′i acting on D(Y(µ)) and D(Y (µ)) is
given by tensoring with the same line bundle (N.B. Remark 2.9). This means that
φ′i ◦ ι∗
∼= ι∗ ◦ φ
′
i and hence we also have T
′
0 ◦ ι∗
∼= ι∗ ◦ T
′
0.
Now ι∗ is conservative and its left adjoint is ι
∗. So it remains to check that
ι∗ ◦ ι
∗ : D(Y(µ)) → D(Y(µ)) is right t-exact. To see this note that ι∗ ◦ ι
∗ is given
by tensoring with ι∗OY (µ). Moreover, Y (µ) ⊂ Y(µ) is cut out by x1, . . . , xN where
A
N = SpecC[x1, . . . , xN ]. So we have a Koszul resolution⊗
i
(
OY(µ){−2}
xi−→ OY(µ)
)
of ι∗OY (µ). Since tensoring with OY(µ) is the identity (and hence t-exact) this shows
that tensoring with ι∗OY (µ) is right t-exact.
The following is now a consequence of Corollary 6.2.
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Theorem 8.6. Fix a perverse coherent t-structure on Y(η). Then there exists a
unique t-structure on ⊕kD(Y (k)) such that
(1) ι∗ : D(Y (µ))→ D(Y(µ)) is t-exact with respect to the t-structure on D(Y(µ))
induced as in Theorem 8.5 and
(2) the 1-morphism D(Y (k))→ D(Y (µ)) induced by a collection of planar trees
is t-exact.
Moreover, this t-structure on ⊕kD(Y (k)) is braid positive.
Just like we have a natural projection map
π˜ : Y(µ)→ Y(η) = {C[z]m = L0 ⊆ Ln ⊆ C(z)
m : zLn ⊂ Ln,dim(Ln/L0) = N}
which forgets L1, . . . , Ln−1 we also have a natural map π : Y (µ)→ Y (µ) where
Y (µ) = {C[z]m = L0 ⊆ Ln ⊆ C(z)
m : znLn ⊂ L0,dim(Ln/L0) = N}.
This gives us a commutative diagram
Y (µ)
ι
//
π

Y(µ)
π˜

Y (µ)
i
// Y(η)
where i : Y (µ)→ Y(η) is the natural inclusion.
Remark 8.7. In the above we really want Y (µ) and not Y (η) or Y (η) which are in
general smaller (sometimes empty) varieties. Using the notation from Section 1.1,
the varieties Y (µ) and Y (µ) are identified with Gr(ω1,...,ω1) and GrNω1 respectively
while the map π corresponds to m.
Corollary 8.8. The functor π : D(Y (µ)) → D(Y (µ)) is t-exact with respect to
the t-structure on D(Y (µ)) from Theorem 8.6 and the i-induced perverse coherent
t-structure on D(Y (µ)).
Proof. We know that ι∗ is t-exact and that π˜∗ is t-exact since it is isomorphic (up
to some grading shift {·}) to a composition of Eis for various i ∈ I (a planar tree).
This means that the composition π˜∗ ◦ ι∗ ∼= i∗ ◦ π∗ is t-exact. But i∗ is t-exact by
Lemma 8.2 which then implies that π∗ must also be t-exact. 
9. Some final remarks
Recall that in [BM] one considers two types of non-standard t-structures, called
the “exotic” and “perversely exotic” t-structures.
The exotic t-structures are defined on the non-equivariant derived categories
D(N˜ ) and D(g˜) of coherent sheaves on the Springer resolution and Grothendieck–
Springer resolution respectively. They are axiomatically defined by the requirement
that they are braid positive and that the pushforward along the projection map
π : N˜ → N (resp. π˜ : g˜ → g) is t-exact with respect to the standard t-structure on
the base.
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On the other hand, the perversely exotic t-structure is defined on the derived
category DG(N˜ ) of equivariant coherent sheaves on the Springer resolution. Due
to the fact that DG(N˜ ) is not finitely generated, its axiomatic description will need
an additional condition, which we will describe next.
One says that a t-structure on a triangulated category C is compatible with a
thick triangulated subcategory C′ if there exist t-structures on C′ and C/C′ such
that the inclusion and projection maps are t-exact. One extends this definition in
the obvious way to define compatibility of a t-structure with a filtration by thick
triangulated subcategories. The support filtration on DG(N˜ ) is then the filtration
given by the full subcategories consisting of complexes supported on the preimage
of each G-orbit closure in N .
The perversely exotic t-structure is the (unique) t-structure on N˜ , which is
• compatible with the support filtration,
• braid positive, and
• such that the functor π∗ : D
G(N˜ ) → DG(N ) is t-exact with respect to the
perverse coherent t-structure of middle perversity on the base.
We will now discuss how these t-structures arise from our considerations.
9.1. Grothendieck–Springer resolution. We first focus on the 2-category K˜n,n
Gr,n
(i.e. the special case m = n = N) where we take H ⊆ GLn ⊂ GLn[[z]].
In this case Y(η) ∼= Y(n). A special case of Theorem 3.1 in [CK4] shows that
there is an open subset Y(n)o ⊂ Y(n) which is isomorphic to g := gln (the space
of n× n matrices). This isomorphism, which is GLn-equivariant but not GLn[[z]]-
equivariant (this is why we restricted H to GLn), is obtained in two steps. First
one identifies Y(n) with
X(n) = {C[z]n = C[z]⊗C V = L0 ⊃ L : zL ⊂ L,dim(L0/L) = n}
where V = span{e1, . . . , en}. Then one considers the open locus X(n)
o consisting
of L such that the natural projection L0/L→ V is an isomorphism (this projection
is induced by C[z] → C where z 7→ 0). Equivalently this means that {e1, . . . , en}
forms a basis of L0/L. This construction is an analogue of the Mirković–Vybornov
isomorphism [MVy].
More generally, one can identify Y(k) with
X(k) = {C[z]n = L0 ⊃ L1 ⊃ · · · ⊃ Ln, zLi ⊂ Li,dim(Li−1/Li) = ki}
and then consider the open subset X(k)o ⊂ X(k) where L0/Ln
∼
−→ V (notice that
we are assuming
∑
i ki = n). Translating the Li under this isomorphism allows us
to identify X(k)o with
{(X,V•) : X ∈ glm, 0 = V0 ⊂ V1 ⊂ · · · ⊂ Vn = C
n,XVi ⊂ Vi,dim(Vi−1/Vi) = ki}.
Let us denote this space g˜k (in the notation of [BM] it is denoted g˜P). The space
g˜(1n) will be denoted just g˜. The natural map π˜ : g˜→ g which forgets V1, . . . , Vn−1
is just the Grothendieck–Springer resolution.
We can form a 2-category K˜g out of ⊕kD(g˜k). It is easy to see that the (Lgln, θ)
action on K˜n,n
Gr,n restricts to give an action on K˜g.
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Lemma 9.1. The induced affine braid group action on D(g˜) generated by T′i, φ
′
i for
i ∈ I agrees with the action from [BR, Theorem 1.6.1].
Remark 9.2. [BR] actually consider an action of the extended affine braid group,
while here we only consider the non-extended version. This does not affect the braid
positivity condition.
Proof. The generators T′i agree by [CK4, Proposition 7.1] while the generators φ
′
i
agree by [CK4, Corollary 7.3] (N.B. Remark 2.9). 
Corollary 9.3. Fix a perverse coherent t-structure on D(g) = D(g˜η). Then there
exists a unique t-structure on ⊕kD(g˜k) which agrees with the chosen t-structure on
D(g) and such that Ei,Fi are t-exact for all i ∈ Î. Moreover, this t-structure is braid
positive. Using the standard t-structure on D(g) (with H trivial) recovers the exotic
t-structure on D(g˜) from [BM, Theorem 1.5.1].
Proof. The first part follows exactly as in the proof of Theorem 8.5. To see that we
recover the t-structure from [BM, Theorem 1.5.1] it suffices to show that π∗ : D(g˜)→
D(g) is t-exact where π : g˜→ g is the standard projection. But π∗ is, up to a grading
shift {·}, isomorphic to the map corresponding to a planar tree between µ = (1n)
and η. Thus it is t-exact by the first part. 
9.2. Springer resolution. Section 9.1 above was on the symmetric side of the
picture. One has a similar story on the skew side. More precisely, we focus on the
2-category Kn,n
Gr,n where again we take H ⊆ GLn ⊆ GLn[[z]].
Following [MVy] each Y (k) in this case has an open subset gk isomorphic to the
cotangent bundle to the partial flag variety
{(X,V•) : X ∈ glm, 0 = V0 ⊂ V1 ⊂ · · · ⊂ Vn = C
n,XVi ⊂ Vi−1,dim(Vi−1/Vi) = ki}.
The space g(1n) will be denoted N˜ and the natural map π : N˜ → N which forgets
V1, . . . , Vn−1 is just the Springer resolution of the nilpotent cone N .
We can again form a 2-category Kg out of ⊕kD(gk) and the (Lgln, θ) action on
Kn,n
Gr,n restricts to give an action on Kg.
Lemma 9.4. The induced affine braid group action on D(N˜ ) generated by T′i, φ
′
i
for i ∈ I agrees with the action from [BR, Theorem 1.6.1].
Proof. This can be seen either by comparing kernels as in the proof of Lemma 9.1
or by using the result in Lemma 9.1 and the fact that the braid group actions on
D(g˜) and D(N˜ ) are compatible via the natural inclusion ι : N˜ → g˜. 
Corollary 9.5. Fix a perverse coherent t-structure on D(g) = D(g˜η). Then there
exists a unique t-structure on ⊕kD(gk) such that
(1) ι∗ : D(N˜ )→ D(g˜) is t-exact with respect to the t-structure on D(g˜) induced
as in Corollary 9.3 and
(2) the 1-morphism D(gk) → D(N˜ ) induced by a collection of planar trees is
t-exact.
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Moreover, this t-structure is braid positive on ⊕kD(gk).
If we take the standard perversity function p = 0 on g and H trivial then we re-
cover the “representation theoretic exotic t-structure” on D(N˜ ) from [BM, Theorem
1.5.1].
If we take a middle perversity function on g and H = G then we recover the
perversely exotic t-structure on DG(N˜ ) from [BM, Theorem 6.2.1].
Proof. The first part follows exactly like in the proof of Theorem 8.6. When p = 0
we recover the t-structure from [BM, Theorem 4.2] because our t-structure is braid
positive and π∗ : D(N˜ )→ D(N ) is t-exact by Corollary 8.8.
If we choose H = G and a middle perversity function on g then the induced
perversity function on N ⊂ g is also the middle perversity function. It follows
again by Corollary 8.8 that π∗ : D
G(N˜ ) → DG(N ) is t-exact with respect to these
t-structures.
Finally, to check compatibility with the support filtration, fix an orbit closure
O ⊆ N ⊂ g. We can repeat our construction with the categories DGπ˜−1O(g˜k) of
complexes supported in the preimage of O to obtain braid positive t-structures on
these categories, such that the inclusion functors into DG(g˜k) are t-exact. Corre-
spondingly we also get a t-structure on DGπ−1O(N˜ ) such that the inclusion functor
is t-exact. More generally, if O1 ⊆ O2 is an inclusion of orbit closures, then we get
a compatible t-structure on DGπ−1O2(N˜ )/D
G
π−1O1
(N˜ ) ∼= DGπ−1(O2\O1)(N˜ \ π
−1O1).
Thus our t-structure on DG(N˜ ) is compatible with the support filtration. 
Appendix A. From the Drinfeld–Jimbo to the Kac–Moody
presentation
The concept of an (Lgln, θ) action discussed in Section 2.1 involves the quantum
affine algebra in its Kac–Moody presentation. On the other hand, in [CK4] we
constructed an action of (Lgln, θ) in its Drinfeld–Jimbo presentation on ⊕kD(Y(k)).
In this section we explain how these two are related. Note that we do not prove that
an (Lgln, θ)KM action is equivalent to an (Lgln, θ)DJ action although something like
this is almost certainly true.
Briefly recall that an (Lgln, θ)DJ action uses generating 1-morphisms Ei,1 and
Fi,−1 instead of E0 and F0 (for a complete definition see [CK4, Section 4]).
Starting with an (Lgln, θ)DJ action we can define an affine braid group action
generated by Ti and φi for i = 1, . . . , n− 1 (see [CK4, Section 4.2]). More precisely,
Ti is defined as in Section 2.4 using the sl2 pair Ei,Fi while Ti,1 is defined in the
same way using the sl2 pair Ei,1,Fi,−1. Then φi is defined as TiTi,1.
Remark A.1. Because of conventions (see Remark 2.9) φi is defined in [CK4] as
Ti,1Ti rather than TiTi,1. For this same reason, [CK4, Lemma 4.8] which we will
use, also takes a slightly different form as we now explain. For α =
∑n−1
i=1 aiαi we
write φα :=
∏
i φ
ai
i . Then [CK4, Lemma 4.8] implies that Eiφα
∼= φαEi if 〈α,αi〉 = 0
and Ei,1φα ∼= φαEi if 〈α,αi〉 = −1.
Likewise, [CK4, Lemma 4.4] now states T−1i Ej,1Ti
∼= T−1j Ei,1Tj if 〈i, j〉 = −1.
Taking adjoints also gives us the analogous isomorphisms for Fs instead of Es.
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We now explain how to obtain E0 and F0 starting with an (Lgln, θ)DJ action.
First we rewrite the affine braid group action in its Kac–Moody presentation. More
precisely, we define
(19) T0 := φ1 . . . φn−1T
−1
1 T
−1
2 . . .T
−1
n−1 . . .T
−1
2 T
−1
1 .
We now have TiTjTi ∼= TjTiTj whenever i− j = ±1 (mod n). We then define
(20) E0 := T
−1
1 T
−1
0 E1T0T1 and F0 := T
−1
1 T
−1
0 F1T0T1.
This definition is partly justified in light of relation (2).
Lemma A.2. We have E0 ∼= T
−1
n−1T
−1
0 En−1T0Tn−1 and likewise for F0.
Proof. Note that φ1 . . . φn−1 ∼= φ
−1
0 , we have E1,1
∼= φ0E1φ
−1
0 and, from (19),
T0
∼= φ−10 T
−1
1 . . .T
−1
n−1 . . .T
−1
1
∼= φ−10 T
−1
n−1 . . .T
−1
1 . . .T
−1
n−1.
So we get
E0
∼= T−11 (Tn−1 . . .T1 . . .Tn−1)φ0E1φ
−1
0 (T
−1
n−1 . . .T
−1
1 . . .T
−1
n−1)T1
∼= Tn−1 . . .T3T
−1
1 T2T1 . . .Tn−1E1,1T
−1
n−1 . . .T
−1
1 T
−1
2 T1T
−1
3 . . .T
−1
n−1
∼= Tn−1 . . .T2T1E1,1T
−1
1 T
−1
2 . . .T
−1
n−1
where, to obtain the last isomorphism, we used that Ti commutes with E1,1 if i > 2.
A similar argument shows that
T
−1
n−1T
−1
0 En−1T0Tn−1
∼= T1 . . .Tn−1En−1,1T
−1
n−1 . . .T
−1
1 .
To finish the proof note that
(T1 . . .Tn−1)
−1(Tn−1 . . .T1) ∼= (Tn−2T
−1
n−1) . . . (T2T
−1
3 )(T1T
−1
2 ).
Applying TiT
−1
i+1Ei,1Ti+1T
−1
i
∼= Ei+1,1 repeatedly we get that
(T1 . . .Tn−1)
−1(Tn−1 . . .T1)E1,1(Tn−1 . . .T1)
−1(T1 . . .Tn−1) ∼= En−1,1.
This completes the proof. 
Corollary A.3. We have
(E01k)
R ∼= 1kF0〈〈k, α0〉+ 1〉 and (E01k)
L ∼= 1kF0〈−〈k, α0〉 − 1〉
E0F01k
∼= F0E01k
⊕
[〈k,α0〉]
1k if 〈k, α0〉 ≥ 0
F0E01k
∼= E0F01k
⊕
[−〈k,α0〉]
1k if 〈k, α0〉 ≤ 0
where α0 = −
∑n−1
i=1 αi. Moreover, F0Ei
∼= EiF0 and E0Fi ∼= FiE0 if i 6= 0.
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Proof. We have
E0F01k
∼= T1T0E1F11s0s1·kT
−1
0 T
−1
1
∼= T1T0
F1E11s0s1·k ⊕
[〈k,α0〉]
1s0s1·k
T−10 T−11
∼= F0E01k
⊕
[〈k,α0〉]
1k
where we used that 〈s0s1 · k, α1〉 = 〈k, s1s0 · α1〉 = 〈k, α0〉 in the second line. The
other commutation relation as well as the adjunction properties follow similarly.
Finally, we need to check that E0 commutes with Fi if i 6= 0. First note that if
i = 2, . . . , n − 2 then Fi commutes with φ0 and also with T1 . . .Tn−1 . . .T1. This
implies that it commutes with T0 and then
FiE0
∼= FiT
−1
1 T
−1
0 E1T0T1
∼= T−11 T
−1
0 FiE1T0T1
∼= T−11 T
−1
0 E1FiT0T1
∼= T−11 T
−1
0 E1T0T1Fi
∼= E0Fi
where we also assumed that i 6= 2 to get that Fi commutes with T1. If i = 2 then
we use Lemma A.2 to write E0 as T
−1
n−1T
−1
0 En−1T0Tn−1 and repeat the argument.
Finally, using the expression for E0 from the proof of Lemma A.2, we have
F1E0
∼= F1Tn−1 . . .T1E1,1T
−1
1 . . .T
−1
n−1
∼= Tn−1 . . .T3F1T2T1E1,1T
−1
1 . . .T
−1
n−1
∼= Tn−1 . . .T1F2E1,1T
−1
1 . . .T
−1
n−1
∼= Tn−1 . . .T1E1,1F2T
−1
1 . . .T
−1
n−1
∼= E0F1
where to get the second last isomorphism we used that E1,1 commutes with Fi if
i 6= 1. The proof that Fn−1E0 ∼= E0Fn−1 is similar. This completes the proof that
Fi and E0 commute whenever i 6= 0. Taking adjoints also shows that Ei and F0
commute. 
Remark A.4. [CK4] also discussed a “shifted” action using generators E′i,1 and F
′
i,−1
in place of Ei,1 and Fi,−1. If we use these generators (together with Ei,Fi for i ∈ I)
then the complexes T′i and T
′
i,1 (defined as in Section 2.5) together with φ
′
i := T
′
iT
′
i,1
can be used to define E0 and F0 as above. Then these E0,F0 also satisfy the relations
in Corollary A.3.
Appendix B. Some deformation theory
We recall some results regarding deformations and obstructions classes. We use
[HT] as a reference.
Consider a flat deformation π : Y˜ → An of a smooth variety Y = π−1(0). We
suppose Y˜ carries a C× action and that π is equivariant if we equip An with the
dilating action t · x = t2x where x = (x1, . . . , xn) ∈ A
n. Let i : Y → Y˜ denote the
inclusion.
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Let h = id× i : Y ×Y → Y × Y˜ and consider H := h∗h∗O∆Y where ∆Y ⊂ Y ×Y
is the diagonal. A standard calculation shows that H0(H) ∼= O∆Y and H
−1(H) ∼=
OY ⊗C Ω(A
n)0 where Ω(A
n)0 ∼= C
n{−2} is the fiber of the cotangent bundle at
0 ∈ An.
This allows us to define
̟(Y/Y˜ ) ∈ Ext2Y×Y (O∆Y ,O∆Y ⊗C Ω(A
n)0)
as the extension class of the exact triangle
H−1(H)[1]→ τ≥−1(H)→H0(H)
(cf. [HT, Def. 2.9]). In particular, it gives a linear map
̟ : T0(A
n)→ HomY×Y (O∆Y ,O∆Y [2]{−2})
where T0(A
n) denotes the tangent space at 0 ∈ An.
Now, for a tangent vector v ∈ T0(A
n), denote by πv : Y˜v → Spec(C[ε]/ε
2) the
pullback of π : Y˜ → An via the map Spec(C[ε]/ε2) → An corresponding to v.
Consider an object M ∈ D(Y ). One of the main result of [HT] (Corollary 3.4)
states that M deforms to Y˜v if and only if the map
O∆Y ∗M
̟(v)∗id
−−−−−→ O∆Y ∗M[2]{−2}
is zero, where ∗ denotes convolution with M thought of as a kernel on Y × pt.
More generally, if one has two deformations Y˜1 → C
n and Y˜2 → C
n and two
vectors v1, v2 ∈ T0(A
n) then we can consider the restriction (Y˜1 × Y˜2)(v1,v2) →
Spec(C[ε]/ε2) where (v1, v2) is a tangent vector over the origin in A
n ×An. Then a
sheaf (kernel) M ∈ D(Y1 × Y2) deforms to (Y˜1 × Y˜2)(v1,v2) if and only if
O∆Y2 ∗M ∗ O∆Y1
−̟(v2)∗id∗id+id∗id∗̟(v1)
−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−→ O∆Y2 ∗M ∗ O∆Y1 [2]{−2}
is zero.
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